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As the fatal shot rang out, Dick hastily caught up a brimming bucket of water and dashed it 01.
the fire, extinguishing the flames. At the same time the startled boys began
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hurrying away into the thicket beyond the camp.
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A~ .ADVEXTURE 0~ THE ~{Ot,;NTAJ~.

•

"Hello, Bob, I'm afraid there is trouble."
"Yei::, no hor e can come down the mountain like that
without mashing omcthing, Dick."
The boyi, were riding along a rough country road in
the hawangunk Mountains, in New York, one day in
July.
A few mile,; away wa the ancient settlement of 1Iinisink, between the Wallkill and :ravci::ink.
Count P11la ki and hi:a: legion had been tationed at
~Iini. ink during the winter ,m<l ,;pring.
They had now gone to outh Carolina, and the settle. rn ent was almost unprotected.
There wa a mall stockade fort there, and there were
some militiamen, but not rcall~· a force adequate to protect the place in case Brant and hi::; Indians or their Tory
allie dcE\cended upon it in any numbers.
Not far away, having arrived within a few doy,;, were
one hundred daring youno- patriotR, known as the Liberty
Boys.
These youths had been fighting for indepenclence since
the beginning of the war, and were almo t like veterans.
The two boys riding ;1long the mountain road were
Dick later and Bob Estabrook, captain and first lieutenant, respectively, of the Liberty Boys.
They wore the blue and buff of the ontinental army,
and were finely mounted, Dick riding n. splendid coalblack Arabian, while Bob had a fine bay.
Dick , later had felt anxious at the comparatively unprotected state of Mini ink.
. He and Bob were out reconnoitering at this time, the
Indians and Tories being mo t feared.
They heard a horse and chai:-e coming down the mountain road at a tremendous . peed, and were ju. tly alarmed.
The. peed, as they judged by the 'ound, for as yet they
could ,ee neither the hor e nor the ,ehicle, wa not a
safe one on , uch a grade.
They hurried forward and, jn t at a , harp turn of the
road, heard a tartled cream in a girl'· voice.
They at once clru bed around the bend.
Coming down the teep grade wa. a frightened horse
drawing a chai e in which were two young girls.
The rein were trailing on the f.!round at the imminent
risk of tripping the hor.e, and the girl had no control
of him.
Below the bend the grade wa. , till teeper, and on one
side was an almo_t precipitous bank, over which the light
carriage might ea,ily be thrown.
Such an accidQnt could not be otherwise than fatal, the
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bank running down a hunelred feet, with scarcely anything to break it.
"Quick, Bob, stop him at all hazards!" cried Dick.
Then he dashed to the left of the frightened horse,.
Bob going to the ri~ht.
Both boys reined their own hor ·es as they caught the
runawav.
The ·latter could not pass them, a, they pressed clos
·
again. t him on both ::;ides, holding on firmly.
Dick poke gently to the frightened animal, but in a.
tone "hich commanded instant obedience.
Then Bob held hi head fu-mly and said:
"It may be better for you to get out, young ladies~
hall I help you?"
"You had better, Bob," said Dick.
Bob quickly dismounted and as i. ted the two girls te>
get out.
"\\'ere you going down?" be asked.
"Ye,, to :Minisink," ,$aid one, "but I could never trubt
myself with that horse again."
" .. Tot if I drave it? I think I could manage him ."
"I, would want to see you do it .fir,;t."
"I wouldn't go around the bend for anything,'' declared the other girl.
Dick had got the horse greatly quieted by this time,
and now Rob picked up the rein and got in.
"How did it happen?" he a ked. ".Are you used to·
driving?"
"Oh, ye. , but ally i a better driver than I am."
"I think someone alarmed him, £or he rnddenly dasbecl
forward, and the reins slipped out of my hand."
"I know you said so, ally, but we saw no one."
"Very true, He ter, but there wa a peculiar ·ouncl
and then--"
Dick cast a sudden look at one of the wheels, but said
nothing.
Tt wa on hi side, the girl being: on the other.
"Drive on around the turn, Bob," said Dick, 'to rive
him confidence."
Bob did so, and Dick, with a switch that he quickly
tore from a tree, removeil something from the wheel.
"Better walk on a little, young ladie. ,'' he $aid .
Bob drove on leisurely, his hor:a:e trotting along ide, a.nil
the girls following.
Then Dick threw away the witch, wheeled and followed.
"I think you can tn1st Bob Estabrook/' he said. "You
do not wii-h to walk, I uppo. c ?"
"That i preferable to being dashed down the side ot
the mountain," said Sally.
"It look ~afe enough now," added Hester.
"Come on, then . The road is steep, but perfectly safo
here, a. there are no sharp turns."
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in silent admiration of the lovely panorama spread before
them.
At length Jack spoke.
"There's 1.he camp of the Liberty Boys over yonder,
he said.
"Ye , you can see the tents very plainly."
"But, ~lark,· there are fire o,•er there," pointing.
"What are they? Is there another camp?''
"There i,; smoke rising above the thicket, for a fact.
It ma.y be a woodchopper's camp, Jack.''
"Yes, but I don't know of any oYcr that way, }lark,
and it doe, not look like that sort of fire."
"What sort does it look like?"
"The men would not be getting their suppers now, ~nd
we don't hear the sound of axes."
"It is too far away for that, Jack."
"I don't know. The air i.:; very clear, and we are well
aborn the spot. We should hear a ound like that of the
blow of un ax if there were woodmen at work.''
"It might be a forest £re."
"It looks to me like the council fire of a party 0£ Indians."
"But, Jack, we don't know that there are any about."
"Nor do we know that there aren't any. · It looks reasonable, doesn't it? Ilere is ~[inisink, insufficiently t.lefended, and we know that the Indians have attacked it
before, and that they have always had an eye on it."
"Yes, I know that, Jack. It i no\\' over a hundred
years ago and more that a great battle wa., fought on
this very spot."
"Yes, and the Indians have wanted Minisi.n k ever
1
ince."
"Do you think the Indians are in the ncighboThood ?"
"I don't lmow, but I do know that that look suspiciously like the smoke from a council fire."
"I must say that it does, Jack, and perhaps we had
better iell Dick."
"Yes, if lie has not alreadv seen it, he will want to
•
know about it."
They were turning to go when a shot rang out sharply
upon the s 111 ummer air.
Then a bullet whizzed past Jack's head within an inch
of it.
They both .:;aw a puff 0£ white smoke in the bushes
some distance to one side.
Both'fircd at it in a moment.
They hii.d often been under fire and did not know
fear.
Upon firing, they both dashed toward the bushes and
leaped to the ground.
Plunging into the bushes they looked hastily about.
. They heard hurried footsteps, and now saw tracks aud
broken bushes.
The trail led to the edge of a steep bank, and ~udended there.
denly
CHAPTER II.
There were rocks on either side along the edge of the
bank, and he'1tlight have run along them a distance and
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plunged into the bushe.s again.
The rock left no trail and the earch was practically at
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"Yes, I know, but I am naturally nervous after what
has happened," said Hester, "and--"
"Will you go i£ I do, dear?" asked Sally.
"Why, yes, I suppose so, but--"
Bob had stopped.
"Here are Mark and Jack, our dashy twins," he called
out.
Two fine looking boys. somewhat younger than Dick
and Bob, w13re seen coming up the hill.
They wore the Continental blue, one being a seco]'\d
lieutenant.
He was.},fark )forrison, his companion, riding a beautiful bay mare, being Jack Warren.
The boys were fast friends, and inseparable companions, and for that reason Bob Estabrook had laughingly
alluded to them as twin .
There "·ere many other just such twin among the Lib. erty Boys.
"Here are two bovs, either of whom can be trusted to
drive you down," said Dick, "or Bob will do .. o."
"There's your chance, Jack," whispered Mark, who
was a bit of a tease. "You might get one 0£ them for a
sweetheart, and you know--"
"That you are a donkey," Jack chuckled.
"I think we'll walk," said Hester, mo t unexpectedly.
"You can have my bay mare, Uis ," said Jack. "She
is used to girls. l\fy sister has ridden her often."
"My gray is at your &ervice," said )lark to Sally.
"I wouldn't trust any horse just now," said Hester.
"I'll go with the lieutenant," Sally suddenly declared.
"Oh, well, in that case--"·
"Come along then," and in a few minutes they were
in the chaise going down hill, Bob driving, while Dick
led his horse.
"Bob cut yon out, Master Jack," laughed Mink. "You
have very little spunk to--"
"Ilumbug! But I say, Dick, there was an accident?"
"There might have been a very serious one i£ Bob and
I had not come up in time."
'· W11at was the cause of it?"
"I think a yellow snake must have frightened the
horse. At a.ny rate there was a dead one twined in and
around the spokes of one wheel."
"A, rattler? I don't wonder he was frightened. And
I suppose the rattles kept up a constant clatter all the
way, and kept him frightened?"
"No doubt. Were you going anywhere particular?"
"~o, just for a ride."
"Then you'll be back before dark?"
"Yes."
"A~l right," and the boys separated.
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~'Who could our invisible foe have been, Jack?" a.ked
Mark.
"I don't .know. A Tory mo t likely."
"Yes, I suppose so. There are many hereabouts."
'·It was lucky we moved when we did, for if we had
not, one 0£ us would haYe c:uught that shot."
"So we would."
"A Dian that will shoot at a fellow like that, without
warning, is a contemptible fellow, worse than a rattler,"
eaid Jack, decidedly.
"So he is, and the Torie~ gC'narally are of that e:lass,
and the Indians are all like that."
":N'ot all, ~!ark. The Oneida., and some of the , outhern tribes are our friends.''
"\Vell, the exception only proves the rule," ,-hortly.
ome ddanc<> down th hill, well past where the rescue
of the two girls took ph~e, they saw a rough looking
man sit.ting on the cloor~tep of a little stone house.
The boys were 1miYer,;a1ly courteous to all whom they
met, and they wished the man good afternoon.
"It'd be better if you rebels wasn't prowlin' erbout,"
the man growled.
~'H'm! I did not expect to stir up a pig," muttered
Jack, under his breath.
Mark said nothing.
The man., evidently disappointed at not receiving an
answer, snorted:
"It won't be a good mornin' fur yew rebels putty soon.
Huh! think yer look :fine, don't yer?"
"Some ore-headed Tory, I suppo e," said ).lark, as the
boys rode on.
"Ya, rebels!" the man shouted. "Yew ju t wait. Yew'll
- be drove out erfore ver know it."
"I wonder if the . coundrel know, anything?" said Jack.
"Perhaps not. The e :follows are an abusive lot. That
was probably only a boast."
"Yes, I suppo.e so."
Farther on they came to a pleasant looking house by
the road ide, and under the tree saw the two girls.
"Hello, here's where they live, eh?" said Mark. "Why
don't you ·top and make a call, Jack?"
"Why don't :You 7''
"Oh, but I've got a girl, and you haven't."
"You don't know i£ I have or not, you old tease," with
a laugh .
At that moment a middle-aged man with a crabbed
look suddenly came forward and said sharply:
"There's no use in your stopping, 'cause you're not
wanted. We've had rebels enough here, for one day,
and--"
'
"You'd better wait to see if we want to stop, you old
crab!" retorted Jack, hotly.
"No impertinence, you rebel, or I .hall call one 0£
the £arm bands and have you chastised."
"Call ahead," mid Jack. "We ride along quietly, and
you insult us. Then you say I am impertinent, and
threaten to have me cha tised. Go ahead and do it."
"Good fellow!" chuckled )fork, admiring Jack's defiant
attitude.
Sally now came forward and said:
"Uncle Titcomb, your conduct is inexcusable. The

boys gave you no cause for offence. I beg you will pardon
this rudeness/ to Jack.
"If you say so, Miss, I will, but your uncle's surly temper may get him into serious trouble one of the e days."
f'Why, you impertinent young rebel," snapped the
other, "you won't have a leg to stand on i£ a few--"
Then he , uddenly went off in a great rage, leaving his
sentence unfinished.
'l'he boys rode on, as Sally returned to the shade of the
tree~, ancl Jack said:
"That makes two threats in a ,hort time, Mark, besides
that shot on the mountain. What doe- it meari?"
"It looks as if trouble were brewing, Jack.''
'· It all started with a rattler, and they're the biggest
breeders of trouble you can find," laughed Jack.
The boys reached the camp at length and immediately
went in search of Dick and Bob.
Both were startled at the tory the boy. told them.
"'\\nat doe it mean, Dick?" af>ked Bob.
"It means that some invisible foe is at work. How
great our peril is we h--:now not, but it must be met
resolutely."
In the early evening, there being a new moon and the
stars shining brightly, some of the Liberty Boys were
having upper at the edge of the camp.
A kettle ~at near the fire, and one of the boy had just
put clown a bucket 0£ water, which he had brought from
the spring.
The white tents on the slope near by gli tened in the
light of the moon, the fire blazed merrily, the boys
laughed and chatted gaily, and there was nothing to indicate that something terrible was about to happen.
Dick later came along and stopped £or a moment to
chat with the boys.
Then, with not the lea t warning, a shot was heard, and
one of the boys sitting near the fire, fell upon his face and
lay still and silent.
As the fatal shot rang out, Dick ha tily caught up a
brimming bucket of water and dashed it on the fire, extinguishing the flames.
At the same time the startled boys began hurrying
away into the woods beyond the camp.

•
CHAPTER III.
A 3WST PERSISTENT FOE.

A cloud of steam arose, but in a moment all was dark at
that part of the camp.
The moon shone on the white tents on the .lope, but
at the foot, where the fire had been, all was dark.
The boys, from their shelter in the woods, looked
warily out.
From the other part of the camp Liberty Boys came
hastening to learn the meaning of that sudden shot.
Then a nightowl hooted.
This was a signal from Dick.
•
It meant that there was danger, and that the boys must
be cautious.
Then, gliding noiselessly alongside bu bes, be ide fallen
trees, and behind rocks, the boys stole forward.

'l'HE LIBERTY BOYS' INVI IBLE FOE.
There wa · no light to betray them now, for the moon
only lighted the tops of the bushes.
All wa ' dark in that part of the camp, but all wa,
:1ctivity as well.
'I'he boy» were trying to di~cover their invisible foe.
lfa.pidly and silently they glided toward the thicket
whence the deadly shot had been fired.
A. they crept on they , ignalled to each other in order
that no mistake might be made.
' tcalthily they drew closer to the thicket, closing in
so a to surround anyone who might be there.
"Whoever you are," said Dick, "come out before we
.fire.''
'l'here was no 11n'wer.
"This is the last warning," 10aid Dick. "If you do not
<:ome out before I count three, your blood will be on
your own head."
Then he began to count lowly and di tinctly.
"One!"
There was no answer, no stir in the bu hes.
.,,Two!"
" till there wa,' no sound, no motion.
<'Three!"
Every boy threw him,elf flat upon hi face and fired.
There was thu ' no dan~cr of their being hit.
All of them fired at the thicket.
There wa · no answering cry, no sound of a falling
body, only the echo of the volley from the circling hill' .
Then the boys dashed into the bushes and litera}ly tore
them to pieces.
There was no one there.
The invisible foe of the Liberty Boys had evidently left
the bu he. immediately after firing that fatal shot.
There wa · no sign of anyone there now, and the secret
/
<Jnemy had escaped.
A search wa" made all around the camp, but with the
<Jxception of some broken bushe beyond the thicket,
nothing wa' di ' covered.
There had been picket placed before the hot had been
fired, but the imi-1ible foe had apparently tolen into the
line~ unperceived and had t)ien made hi, way out undetected.
The boy. were all vigilant, but the time of the night
-wa. not one when enemies stalked abroad, and this had
been an outlying bit of the camp which wa scarcely induded in it.
The fire was relighted, and the body of the dead Lib~rty Boy taken into the camp and placed in his tent.
He had not loner been in the troop, but everyone liked
him, and hi,- lo " wa one which they would all feel
deeply.
·w hether hi,- slayer were white or red, no one could tell,
for no footprints had been discovered.
A close line of pickets wa now drawn around the
camp, and all the boys were on the alert.
They felt that they were ficrhting death in the dark, for
no one knew whence their invisible foe had come, nor
who he wa;;.
They could fight an open foe with the odds again ' t
them and never flinch, but this hidden enemy of theirs
seemed to court the darlmes,-, and the very uncertainty
<>! it all tended to unnerve them.

rcif anyone approache the camp," said Dick, "challenge him. I£ no reply is made, challenge him again, with
a warning, and if that i unheeded, fire.''
All the hoys understood this, and all could be depended
upon to obey instructions.
The moon had gone down, and the . tars were :;hining
bright when, near the ver.,· Hpot whence the fatal , hot
had been fired. Ben .'purlock, one of the Liberty Boy ,
heard a cracking among the bu hes.
· "1Vho goe::: there'." he demanded, at the same time
throwing him~el£ flat on his face.
There wrrC' no trees or bu 'he near behind which he
could take helter.
A sudden shot rang out, a bullet whi'tling above him.
Ben fired into the thicket, and heard a snarl, and then
hurrying footsteps.
Whippinrr out a brace of heavy pistols, Ben fired two
shot8 in rapid succession in tht! direction of the tep~.
Other boys came running up, and Ben aid:
"I think I winged him, but I did not bring him down."
"Where did he go, Ben?"
"Yonder," pointing.
)[ore shot were fired, but no answering yell wa, heard,
and it wa, evident that the mv· leriou,- enemy had fled.
It wa still later when H:rn1 anderson: another of
the Liberty Boys, on picket at the same time, heard foottep.
In ·tead 01 challenginrr, he suddenly ·tirred up the
dying fire and dropped upon hi,- face.
Hurried foot teps were heard and 'am fired, but h
saw no one, the :;;ecret foe' retreat being too quick.
Other boys signalled to am, and a lookout wa kept
for the midnight prowler, but he wa not found.
"Could thi:;; fellow who ha,. three time to-night vi-ited
our camp he the ame one who fired on us up on the
mountain?" a. ked Mark of Jack.
"He might be, but we do not know if one person only
has vit-ited the camp. It might be more."
"Yery true, for we have . ccn no one.''
Still later Harry 'rlrnrbcr, one of the boy , wa: on
guard near the place where all the nocturnal visit " had
been made.
Harry Jud ·on, a chum oi hi , wa not far away.
They both heard cautious footstep· and signalled t
each other, u incr natural sounds.
The Libertv Bov- had a code of the,e . ound", and often
communicated with each other by mean of it.
Thev now stole toward some bushc. behind which the
foot t~p were heard.
When within three fret oi hi - chum Harry Thurber
mnde the chirp of a cricket.
There wa.- a sudden ru:-h from the bushe , and whel\
the two Harry:; came together the prowler wa ' gone.
'rhey did not catch ;.eight of him, but heard his retreating foobtep · for a few moments only.
"We did not get him," said Ilarry Thurber.
"Xo, we did not," echoed the other Harry.
He did not cret into the camp though.''
"i,. o, nor do any mischief.''
The J)oy~ then returned to their po t .
They neither saw nor heard anything to alarm them
up to the time they were relieved.
0

0
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Jack wa on that po~t at the darke t hour of the night.
He wa' always alert, but he knew that he mm;t be
more :;o than eyer at thi ' time.
He kept his musket ready cocked. and so that it
could be put into po ition at a moment\, warning.
He did not pace hi beat regularly. but often tood
motionles', hi.' ear::- strained to catch the ,lightest sound.
The tars :,hone bright, but tlwre w re many hadows,
and out of the~c an enem~• might steal without warning.
His eye' could not penetrate the:,.e, but hi · ear ' were
sharp, and no o•nd e::-caped him.
He did not relax hi· ,·igilanee for an in taut, and at
last after tanding in one position behind a bush for
ten minutes, hi, patience wa,1 rewarded.
He heard a ;;tep llf; of someone stealing- around the bu-:h,
and waited, hi ' musket in position and hi::: finger on the
trigger.
There wa .. no ceremony to be wa ted u1pn lhi invisible
foe. and Jack determined to waste none.
No friend would steal up in thi ' :-;ecret manner, and
a clwllenae would only tell him where the patriot boy
W3'-.

Jack waited, listening for the oft footfall of the ecret
foe, and then when he heard it again fired and then drew
his pi~toh.

CHAPTER IY.

~n. crrrnc·

GSPI:CTED.

A &avage growl echoed the report of Jack'- hot, and
then came a report.
Jack had shifted his po:ition, and the bullet flew
.
wide.
Then hurrying foot teps were heard, and Jack fired in
their direction.
A number of the Liberty Boys came running from the
camp. and ,Jack fired two rapid :-hot- after the fugitive.
Other boy: did the came, but the retreating foot teps
were heard for a few moments longer.
Then they died out and were not heard again.
"Did you ee him, Jack?'' asked )lark, who was the
officer of the watch.
"Ko. but l think I hit him or at least tartled him,
for he let 011t a . narl like a wild animal."
"Could you tell if he were white or red?"
"N' o. Hr. may have worn moc:ca:-ins, but many white
men do that.,.
"Yery true."
"He is a most per,i tent villain, but I made up my
mind to be ju:;t as pC'rsistent and I gave him a chance to
get right upon me before I fired."
"He did not know you werP there, .Tack?"
"No. I am ~ure he did not. I had to guess where he
was, and I may have been a little out in my calculation,."
"At any rate, I do not think we will ee him again
to-night."
"I hardly think we will, but I am going to be a,;
vigilant a, eYcr."
Tlie invi ·ible foe did not again appear before dawn,
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and with the un the boys felt a sense of security they
had not felt all night.
When the ~un was well up, they looked around the
bush behind which Jack had stood for footprints.
They found some, but were unable to determine
whether they had been made by a white man or an
Indian.
A the dead Liberty Boy lived at ome di-tanee, Dick
determined to bury him in the woods beyond the camp.
There were many carpenter:, among the boy , and they
put together a coffin in which to lay the poor boy i'n the
earth.
Ben , pnrlock, am anderson, and the two Harry dug
the grave in a quiet spot shaded by old trees under tb.e
shadow of the mountain .
J ac:k \\' arren, Will Freeman and two others carried the
coffin to the grave and re ted it on two rail la.id acro;1s.
Then ull the Liberty Boys, with uncovered heads, gathered ahont while the drums sounded a muffled beat.
Dick :-llater read the burial service, poke feelingly of
the dead boy\ record, and offered a .brief prayer.
Then four boy took hold of the ropes about the coffin,
two other pulled away the rail , the flag wa taken
rrway, and the la-t mortal remain· of the poor fellow were
lowered into the grave.
A the firt clod fell upon the coffin, many turned
their head$, and there wa not a dry eye in all the troop.
"Poor fellow," said Jack, "if he had been killed in
battle it would have been different."
"Ye~/' rPplicd )lark, ~adly, "but he wa not; he wa·
murdered by a sneaking coward, who came like a thief
in the nig-ht and hot him down without giving him a
chance to defend himself."
"A fellow like that de,::erves to be hanged without
judge or jury,'' puttered Ben purlock.
"He'll get his deserts some day," aid Sam, gravely.
"The Liberty Boys will not permit uch a villain to go
unpuni hed."
'l'he grave was filled in and turfed over, and a fl.at tone
'
put at the head.
On thb one of the boy scratched with a knife the
name of the dead boy, aO that they would know where he
lay, and perhaps some d:ay take hi' body home to hi sorrowing parent$.
During the morning Dick, Bob, ::iiark and Jack set off
for a ride through the mountain$.
If the Indian had built a council fire the day before,
a Jack insiHted, they mu t have a camp uomewhere about,
and Dick determined to locate it.
"'hether the ~ecret foe who had fired upon )fark and
Jack was the same who had visited the camp they could
not tell.
He might , till be lurking in the hill-, and they resoh-ed to keep a harp lookout for him.
At-- the_\' ·were riding by the old hou e where ::iiark and
Jack had , ecn the two girlR, ally came runni.ng out.
"~top a moment," he said.
The boy~ halted.
_
"I want you to witne8s a paper," she said.
"Ver.,· good.'' said Dick, di mounting. "You will want
two witne:-~e~, no doubt?"
"Ye , I uppose so."
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At that moment the crabbed old fellow to whom Jack
had so freely expressed his mind the day before came
out.
"I don't want any rebels' signature'," he snarled.
"None are necessary, in fact."
"'l'his is my uncle, Uriah Titcomb,'' aid ally.
"What is the nature of the document you wish u to
witness, Miss Sally?" asked Dick.
"It is an agreement, and--"
"Of a purely private and personal nature," snapped
Titcomb. "It does not need to be witnessed."
"Is any property involved?" asked Dick.
"The old crab i plotting some mischief, I'll go bail,''
muttered Jack to :Mark.
"Yes, he seems quite capable of it,' answered the
young second lieutenant in an undertone.
"Why, yes, I think so," replied ally. "A I understand it, He ter i to urrender--"
"Merely a matte~ of form," snapped Titcomb. "X o
signatures of witnesses are necessary. It i ju t a sort of
ante-mortem agreement between my niece and my elf
that--"
"If she die all her interest in this property goes to
him," said Jack in an audible aside to Mark.
" othing of the !'Ort," snarled Titcomb. "Captain, if
you can't keep that impertinent young rebel quiet--"
"We are all 'rebels,' for that matter," said Dick. "I
can't prevent Jack from thinking what he plea cs, although he may have spoken louder than he intended."
"There is no occa~ion for any of you to remain. The
matter is of a private nature, and--"
"And I in ist that you remain and witness this document, if it is a proper one for my cousin to ign," .aid
Sally. "I don't trust you, Uriah Titcomb, and--"
"This does not concern you, ally Caldwell," said Titcomb. "You are only the fourth cousin, once removed
of my niece, Hester Deacon, and are here only on sufferance as it is."
·' Am I?" returned ally, with a toss of her head. "1Iy
fourth cou. in, once removed, ha more interest in thi
property than you have, and I am here as her guest.
You have nothing to do with it."
"Where i yonr cousin?" a:sked Dick of the defiant
girl, who looked prettier than ever with her eyes fla 'hing
and usually pale face flu hed.
"In the house. , he i' ill, from ye, tC'rdav's ride."
"Tell her to sign nothing without co'usulting some
honest lawyer. If you in~i$t, I will look at this paper and
tell you--"
"Uriah Titcomb has it in his trong box, locked up,
unless--"
And Sally flew toward the house.
"The d~ument is safe," said Titcomb, with a sickly
smile. "After all, this i merely a tempest in a teacup.
The matter is only one of form, and does not desene to
be made o much of."
Titcomb turned toward the house, and entered it at one
door as Sally came flying out at another.
"I can't get it," she said, coming forward. "He ha
locked it up where I can't get at it, the scheming old
rat!"
Mark and Jack smiled. and Dick said:

"Yery good, or at least that i all we can do at pre.;ent.
Do not let your cou in sign anything without the best of
advice."
"I won't, and I am obliged to you for your own. Now,
what is that .aucy fellow smiling at?" pointing to Jack.
"Only at your earnc,-t manner, 1fis ally, and at your
pluck," aid ,Jack. "B€lieve me, I was not making game of
you in the least."
''Well, you arc a saucy fellow. at any rate."
"I admit that," with a lauo-h. "At any rate, I have
been called one ~o often that I am rather inclined to believe it myself."
"You have every rea. on to do o, '' ally returned, and
then she went in and the boy:s rode on.
"If there ever wa a scheming old rascal, that fellow
Titcomb i- one," said Bob, emphatically.
"Quite right., Bob," added Dick, "and I believe he is
plotting ~ome mi. c:hief which we mu::;t prevent."

CHAPTER V.
DICK'S DI CO~Y.

The boys rocle on pa t the scene of the meeting with
the two girl the day before, and to where Jack had
~een the fire.
Here they paused and gazed out across the v_alley.
"Here i · where that treacherous kunk fired the shot
at 11s," said .Jack. "We had better--"
There was a , uc1den click.
Dick pushed ,Jack aside with great force.
Then a bullet went whistling over the pot where Jack
had been but a moment before.
The boys leaped from their hor.es and darted into the
bm::he..
"Look out, Dick and Bob!" cried Jack. "You'll go
over the bank if you are not careful."
The warning came in good time.
Bob nearly went plunging over the bank as it wa-.
He stopped in good ea~on, however, just contriving
.to save him elf.
"Do yon ee anyone?" a ked Dick.
"X o, and thi, is the Yery pot where we were fired upon
ye:sterday."
"There must be a path up here," ,aid Jack, "along the
edge of the bank. There is no way of getting down with ..
. ,
•
out breaking one's neck."
"Let us look for it," said Dirk, "but b~ cautious.'
Dick and Bob went in one direction, and )lark and
Jack in the other.
At length .Tack found a well-trodden path leadino- along
the edge of the bank, and then through the woods down
the mountain.
"It is ~ome shortcut to the village below," declared
:\lark.
"Verv likelv it i . but this sneak makes use of it.
He probably got away by it yesterday."
"Xo doubt, and even if we had followed it, we would
have learned nothi1.l_g."
"Perhap· not."
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The boys showed Dick the path, and he agreed that
there was little use in following it.
"It is used by many around here, no doubt," he said,
"and even if we found someone on it, that would not be
proof that he fired the hot."
"No, it wouldn't."
Returning to the row, the boy looked across the
,·alley and Dick said:
"There is smoke arising now. "Was that the place
where you saw it yesterday, Jack?"
"Ye,-, right in that spot."
"It is undoubtedly a council :fire.' There are Indians
in the nei~hborhood. Brant has been here bP.fore, and
he may be here now."
"Brant, one of the most cruel, inhuman wretche that
ever lived," declared Bob. "He is an educated .:;avage,
and more cruel for his education."
"If it is llrant/' added Mark, "then there is everything- to be feared."
"We must ascertain." cont..nued Dick, "and if the
Mohawk chief and his band arc about, the garrison must
be warned."
"This road leads up into the mountains, away from
where we Elee the smoke;'' observed Bob.
"Yes, but there may be a :;hortcut down there, the
same as in the other direction."
"Then you intend to go down there and investigate?"
"Yes."
The boys looked for a path, and pre ently found it.
Leading the horses until safely away from the dangerou bank, they mounted and rode on.
Down into the valley, winding around among the trees,
they rode, Dick pam,ing at length where the path divided.
'Wait a moment," he aid.
Then, climbing a tree. he searched the horizon for the
smoke wreaths he had seen.
IIc. pre ently discovered them and de cended.
"This is our path," he ~aid, as he prang upon Major,
his beautiful black.
The path "'as not wide enou1,rh for more than one at a
time, and they rode in single file.
When they were well down in the valley, Dick halted
again.
""'e ought to be near the place now," he said. "Wait
here till I go and reconnoiter."
Di mounting, Dick stole ahead rapidly and cautiously.
Down in a secluded glen, surrounded by huge bowldcrs
and giant trees, Dick discovered a party of Indians.
•
There were not ,ery many of them, but the greater
part appeared to be chiefs.
Among them was Jo,;eph Brant, as he wa- known, one
of the ablc:t as wcll ::1$ the craftiest and most cruel of the
Indians.
·
They were sitting around a fire, now nearly out, de•
liberating.
As they were speaking- in the -:\Iohawk tongue, which
Dick did not under -tand, he knew nothing 0£ what they
were ..aying.
"They are plottin~ mi~chief beyond a doubt," was
Dick's thought. "Brant does not meet his chiefs in a
secret place like thi;; to talk o.-er matters of no moment."
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Dick well knew that to be discovered here meant his
death,. and he stole away as noiselessly as he had come.
Ko Indian could have been more wary, nor have made
le~s noise.
The slightest suspicious sound would have brought the
Indians upon him in an instant.
This he knew, and he exercised every caution.
N oil a stone was moved, not a twig snapped, and not a
branch allowed to fly back as he went on.
Returning to the point where he had left the boys,
he said:
"Brant and seven or eight of his chiefs and wise men
are down there in a hidden glen deliberating upon something."
"An attack upon Minisink beyond a doubt," replied
Bob.
"Very likely, but they were speaking in some dialect
of their own, and I could not understand them."
"The very preiience of Brant and his Indiam1 in this
region portend danger," declared )fark, gravely.
"You are right," said Dick, "and we have now learned
positively that they are here. How many there are or
where they are hiding we can't tell, but we mu t not wait
to find out before warning the men at the fort."
"We'll do that," answered Bob, "and then if we can
find and rout these fellows, it would be something to
talk about."
"Very true," said Dick, "but Brant M one of the
wariest of the Indians, and if his followers are anywhere
in the neighborhood you can be sure that· he had them
well concealed."
·
The boys then returned to their camp by a shortcut
through the hills.
Dick and the boy-' then rode to Minisink and warned
the people there that Brant was in the neighborhood.
"You had better go to Goshen and tell Colonel
Tusten," said one. "We haven't seen any sign of Indian ."
Other, seemed to doubt Dick's words, and one said
outright:
"I don't believe Brant is anywhere short of ~fadilla.
We haven't seen any Indians, and it's my belief there
ain't anv around."
·
"l wiil show you where they have held their council
fire,'' said Dick. "Corne with me and I will prove what
I -ay."
A number of the men, thus for,ced into it, went off with
Dick and the rest.
He took them to the glen, but the :fire wa out and all
traces of its having been there were removed. '
•
The men lau:;!hed scornfully, and the leader said.:
"You may have seen a fire, but if you did it was probably made hy some hunters cooking their dinner."
"It i- not the hunting , eason. " was Dick's reply. "I
tell you I saw Brant as close as that tree yonder. I know
.
him and cannot be mistaken."
"\\liere's his trail then, if he was here?" asked the
man.
There was no trail, the .wil}- redskins having left none
or eoYerecl what there had been.
Thi - fact made the settler still more doubtful of
Dick's word, and the leader said:
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"You better go to Goshen. If they believe you there,
all right."
"Very good," said Dick, "but if Brant attacks the village, do not ·forget that I warned you."
Then he returned to camp with the boys.
,
CHAPTER VI.
MORE MYS'£ERIOUS ATTACKS.

Minijnk was about ten miles northwest 0£ Go-hen,
where there was a comriany 0£ loeal militia.
There was also a company at Warwick, ·till farther.
The Liberty Boys them elves would have been able
to cope with a considerable body of Indians, but it was
not known w»ere they were nor how many there might
be.
Brant was able at times to collect hundreds of brave·
and he might do so now.
The very uncertainty of the thing, and the chief's
evident wariness in concealing his trail made it all the
more puzzling.
Brant might ha,e discovered the presence of the Liberty Boy., and so would bring a much greater number
with him.
o
There were Tories in the neighborhood al
and Titcomb him;,elf might be in league ":ith Brant, being ~
scheming fellow to all appearance .
It was a pleasant ride to Go;;hen, and he could ge,
there and back before upper, with time to spare.
He determined to ride over, therefore, and give warning of the pre. ence of Brant.
etting out soon after dinner, he rode at fair ~peed and
made _good progress.
He was passing a wood not more than a mile from the
camp when a udden . hot rang out.
A bullet whizzed within a few inche of his head, and
wa flattened against a tree.
He at once turned and fired two rapid shots in the
direction the other had come.
Then he quickly reined in, jumped from his horse,
seized the two pistols from the holsters and da,,hed forward.
He heard retreating foot!'tep and a mocking laugh, and
fired.
Da ·hing into the wood, he saw foot teps, made apparently by moeca. in .
He did not see anyone, however, the woods being quite
thick here.
He fired two more shot , but heard omeone tearing
through the underbrush a few moments later.
"Whoever that fellow i,:, he know his way hereabout ," Dick J"nuttered.
Then he returned to 1ifajor, reloaded his pHols and
went on.
Being alone, he did not care to venture too far into the
wood after his invisible Joe, who evidently knew every
foot of the way.
He wa puzzled at not seeing anything of the man, and
judged that the latter must be a prodigiou nmner.

He was remarkably fleet-footed himseli, but the invi"ible foe evidently knew the wood better, and could
thus keep out of ' ight.
'· "11oever the fellow i~, he i:,; a most per,._i,,tent scoundrel," muttered Dick, "and whether white or red, he
mu t be hunted down."
What puzzled Dick wa' how thi mysterion.s per on
should appear in variol1 place ju t at the time when one
of the Liberty Boy- was pa ~::-ing.
"There may be more than one," was his thought, ''ancl
they are Indian$. 'l'hat would account for their appearing in different place~."
When Dick had been gone about half an hour, the
boy,; in camp were ,;uddenly greatly ,tartle-d by a -hot
coming from the wood beyond.
One of the boy- wa shot and badly woundGd.
On the in$tant, Bob and a ~core oi the brave boys came
ru,:;hing out, firing a volley into the wood.
'L'hen, pistols in hand, they plunged into the thicket,
firing rapidly.
"If that fellow is coming around by day as well as by
night, we'll have to get rid of him without delay," declared Bob.
Nothing wa seen of anyone, however, although ·ome
of the boys found fre h footprint.
"I saw waving branches a - if omeone were tearing
through the woods," said Jack, "but I did not see anyone."
'·I could see the same thing," declared Ben, "and
thought I would catch ight of the man, but I didn't."
The boys . coured the wood to the foot of a steep ledge,
up which a goat could not have made its way, but found
no one.
Then they returned to the camp, none of them having
seen their invisible foe.
The wounded boy had his hurL promptly attended,
and there was every chance of hi recovery, although his
wound wa. !;eriolL.
"This matter Jrns got to be attended to," .aid Bob, "if
we can't be ~afe day or night."
"'Yc'll have to shoot the fel1ow on sight," said Mark,
in a tone of determination.
"We would, if we knew he was coming,'' returned Ben.
"The only thing to do is to arre, t all sw picious per~on~ een around the camp," sugg('sted Harry Thurber.
"Thr trouble is, we do not ee them till the mischief
i~ done," retorted Bob.
{'Wno ever ,-u~pected that thi invisible foe of ours
would come in the da3 ?" a:-1ked Bob.
"Well, 110w that he ha11, we will be on the watch for
him at all time;;," was ~lark's an wer.
The boy- kept a strict watch at all parts of the camp
aft('r thnt, and were prepared to fire at anything that
seemed in tT1e least suspiciom;.
Arrived at Goshen, Dick at once sought out the colonel
of the loeal militia, who wa al,,;o a doctor, and told of
hi:: having $Cen Brant.
"But yon !'lay he ha. gone away, Captain?" a ked the
colonel.
"Yes, b11t it docs not follow that he will not return,"
an wered Dick.
"Al'e you ure that you snw· Brant himself?"
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"As ure as that I am talking to you now, Colonel,"
po:;ifo•ely.
"You know the man, then?'
"Perfectly."
"But so many Indian re -emble each other."
"No more o than white men. I cannot be mistaken
about Brant. I have had personal encounter::- with him,
heard him _peak, been a_ close to him as I am to you
no\v. I never forget a face or a voice. I cannot be mistaken."
'l'be colonel was greatly _impre:,.:::-ed.
"But how do you know that they intend to attack
~Iini;.ink?"
"Became it i unprotected, because the Indians have
long ca:t evil eyes upon it."
"Yery true."
"I£ Brant. is in the neighborhood, it is reason enough
that he means to attack the place>," continued Dick.
"But you say you a~ le-" than a dozen reds,"
"It doe· not follow that there were no more about."
"Well, we will end a force tllC'rc to-marrow to keep a
lookout for these redskim, and punish them if we sec
thc•n."
"Very good. The Liberty Doys will march to the village to give you all the a ·i:.tancc in their power.''
Dic1( shortly after thi~ took his leave.
He arrived at the camp a little before supper.
Ile wa, greatly astonished to learn that their invisible
foe had been about and immediately went to see the
wounded Liberty Boy.
The boys were equally astoni ·hed to learn that Dick
had al o been fired upon.
"Could it have been the same per,-on, do you .,uppo e,
Dick?" asked Bob.
"That I cannot tell, although it mi"'ht be.''
"Bnt he would have had to be pretty lively, Dick."
"That man was. I could not get a glimp e of him. He
seemed fairl.v to fly, in fact."
"Tt is getting to be a serious matter, Dick," gravely.
"Indeed it is, and we mu t exercise the greatest vigilnnce. Put only the most experienced bo:·s on guard,
Bob.''
"I will."
"And let everyone be on the lookout at all time ."
"They will be Dick."
During snpper time, when Pat y Brannigan, the Trish
Liberty boy an<l the company cook, was going to the
'-pring for water, he was .uddenly fired upon from the
wood.
The bullet struck the bucket he was carrying and
knocked it out of his hand.
PabY wns as hraYe as a lion. and knew no fear.
"'hippin~ ont two pistols, he fired, the ::;hob, !c'Ounding
likC' one.
"'Bad "emn to yc-z for an impudint maraudher, take
that!" he> eried.
lIC'aring the "hot", a . core oC the Tjherty Boys da;;hed
at the pot where Paty had been fired upon.
The~· fairly riddled the thicket with their shots.
When they entered the woo<l, ho"·evcr. and looked
about, they could find no one. nor even a footprint.
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CHAPTER VIL
THE DESTRUCTIOX OF MIXISINK.

"Did you ,ee the person who fired upon you, Patsy?"
a ked Dick when the Irish boy returned.
"Indade Oi did not, Captain dear," Patsy made reply.
"If Oi had Oi'd be made a. .ieve av him immagitely."
"But you saw smoke?"
"Yis, an' made some mesil.f, but not a hair av the
crather did Oi ,ee."
or anyone eLe," remarked Ben purlock.
"If,; me own belief that the folly is not human at all,
or wh,r wudn't we see him?"
"There are no such things a, hobgoblins, Patsy," aid
Dick.
",:ure it',- not for the loike av me to dispute yer
worrnd C'aptain, but. .forbye it's an avil crather that do be
hara~hin· u,, who il,e cud get away ~o quick entoirely?"
" omeone who is watching our every move, ~omeone
who is fleet of foot and with a deadly aim."
"Oi di rernimber havin' irer seen wan av thim avil
crather·, the saints pre'arve me for mintionin' thim, but
av it' not wan, Oi'll thank him, whoiver he is, to kape
awav."
"\Ye will ee to it that he doe;:, Patsy," said Dick.
The campfire were not lighted for fear of furnishing
light for the invisible foe of th1y Liberty Boy~.
The fire by which supper had been cooked was extingui hed, and all wa dark in the camp, the moon hining on the tenL on the hill, but all else being dark.
'rl1e boys on guard exerc:i,-ed the greate t vigilance, and
not a sound escruped them.
It wa,; growing late when Ben heard footsteps.
· The~' were not stealthy, guarded foot , tep , like tho' e.
he had heard the night before.
Whoever wa, coming made no secret of it, but walked
with a heavy tread and with the manner o.r one who had
nothing to conceal.
Bt'n wa cautious, however.
'fhe man•~ very carelcs~nes · might be as ured to di arm su,-picion.
Thro\~·ing his musket into po3ition, Ben sprang behind
a tree ,md . aid sharply:
'·Halt! Who goe. there?"
"Ou~h'. how yon 'prLed me!" drawled omeone in the
d:irknr~... "\Yho be ye, anvhow?"
'• \Yh0 are you :mil what do you want at thi, time of
night?'' dt•mnndcd Ben.
"Oh, I'm Bilking, an' I'm ergoin' ter }Iini,ink. I got
belated. Where be ye?''
"You're on the wrong road to ~Iini~ink. Go back a
way and turn off to your right."
"H'm, I know thet, but I thought thit,. might be a
r hortcut. \\'here be ye?''
"XHer mind where ·1 am. I've told you the road. now
take it."
"H'm, putty sm:sy. ain't ye?" and the man turned and
"·ent awa,v.
Dick Rlater had heard the colloquy, and he now tole
noi~ele~::-ly after the stranger.
"

.. ?
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arom-ecl, and then destroyed
There was something suspicious in his being abroad at ings before the people were
a dozen houses.
and
mill
the
fort,
tockacle
the
on.
this hour of the night, and Dick wanted an explanati
and a number taken prik1lled,
were
persons
Several
by
him
given
direction
The fellow did not take the
orchards and fields laid
off,
driven
oners, cattle were
Ben.
away.
carried
kind
every
of
booty
and
waste,
Instead he pushed on toward the valley.
the mountain s,
to
fled
ss,
defensele
being
people,
The
and
At the end of half a mile 11e suddenly paused
leaving the village a prey to the despoilers.
whistled softly.
Riding on at all haste, the Liberty Boys arrived in
In a few moments the call was answered.
time to drive off the red innders, but not to punish them.
Then someone wa he:i rd coming through the wood.
Dick and his gallant lads pursued Brant and his party
"ls that you, Hiram?"
the hill·, and were then forced to gfre up the chase.
to
Dick could scarcely repress a start.
:'They would noL believe that Brant was about," sputThe voice was that of Uriah Titcomb, the Tory.
t0red Bob. '' Perhaps they will take your word next
"Yus, it's me."
•
time."
"Find them?"
Bob," "aid Dick. "All we can do
helped,
be
can·t
"It
,_ "Yus, I did."
now is to get a strong party, pursue these maraude rs and
"In the same place?"
inflict a deserved puni~hment upon them."
:~
"Yus, they hain't moved."
"We'll do that," mutte1ecl Bob.
"They have no suspicion?"
At dawn Dick and the Lilierty Boys rode off to Goshen
"No, not a bit. They don't seem ter mpect nothin'."
give intelligen ce of the de::;truction o.f Mini ink.
to
the
get
"Then our plans will work. Hurry away,
The people were greatly urprised and jn 'tly indignan t
others, disguise yourselves as Indians and join Brant.
at Brant and his marauders.
:Minisink will be attacked to-night. "
The colonel at once issued orders to hi,; officers to meet
Dick never came nearer to uttering a startled exclamaat Minisink with as many volunteers a:; they could
him
tion than he did at that moment.
procure, to go in pnr,-\uit of the Indians.
"All tjght. Brant and the Injuns will be there?"
Dick offered the serYices of hi Liberty Boys, and the
"Yes, and your thirty. Quick, be off."
offer was accepted.
The two men separated and were away in a moment.
They then set off for their camp.
«so, then Brant is going to attack Minisink to-night
On the way they pa sed near to the house of Uriah
with the help of the Tories, is he?" was Dick's thought.
Titcomb.
Somethin g must be done at once.
Coming in sight of it, Dick sent Bob on with the
'11 he little garrison, sleeping in fancied security, would larger part of the Liberty Boys.
be surprised in the dead of night and slaugh_tered by the
Then he took .Mark, Jack and the two IIarrys and went
bloodthirsty Indians and their treacherous Tory allies.
aside to the house.
The attack was to be made sooner than he expected,
"This old scmmiliel had a part in last night's destrucand he must act immediately.
tion," he said, "and I mean to call him to account for it."
He hurried back to the camp with all speed.
Arriving before the house Dick and the boys dissince
foe
invisible
their
0£
heard
been
had
Nothing
mounted.
Dick's departure.
T11e girls were not to be seen, and Dick walked up to
.
moments
few
a
in
aroused
' The camp was
front door and sounded a clamorous summons with the
"Brant is going to fall upon :Minisink to-night, no time heavy urass ]mocker.
After some delay a negro sening man came to the door.
is to be lost," said Dick.
g
everythin
and
saddled
Fires were lighted, horses were
"Tell Mr. Uriah Titcomb that I desire to see him at
time.
of
loss
was made ready without
once on importan t business."
Then the boy set out.
"Yas, sah."
It was some little distance to J\IiniBink, and Brant and
"I am Captain Dick later, of the Liberty Boys."
his Indians might already be on their way.
"Yes, sah ."
They were, ,in fact.
".'\Yell." as the negro stoou motionless, "don't you
Before Dick Slater and the Libertv Boys could reach understa nd?"
the village, the attack had been rnatlJ.
"Yes, sah, pnffeckly, sah, but Marse Titcomb ain't been
The boys beard the yells of the Indians, and the sound home since yes'day, sah."
of _musketry, and saw the !ight of the conflagration while
they were yet on their way.
Then they hurried forward with all haste.
CJL\.PT ER VIII.
"We may do something yet," said Dick.
On they dashed, and reached Minisink, but not in time
ON THE MAR.CIT AGAINST BRANT.
to prevent great destructi on of property and much loss of
life.
"Gone, you say?" said Dick. "Why, I saw him yesBrant with a large part of his force and a party of
Tories disguised as Indians, had taken the little village terrlav."
cc-y··es, sah, but he w~nt in de early ebenin', sah, in de
entirely by surprise.
coach, sah."
buildfoml1ly
They fell upon the sleeping town, fired sef"eral
1
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"Are the young ladies at home?''
"Miss Hester an' Miss ally? Ye', sah, dey am o't in
·
<le crardcn back o' de ho'se."
"I will go there and see them."
At that moment, however, ally appeared at the back
-0f the great square hall, with her arm full 0£ garden
flower .
")fy, Captain, this is an unexpected pleasure," she said.
~'You may go cipio," to the serving man.
"Yes, Mits ally," and the man withdrew.
"Would you mind coming out ide?" asked Dick.
'"Xot at all. He·ter will be here shortly."
She put tne blo som on a table in the hall and went
-0ut with Dick.
"Where is your uncle?"
"Gone off to Go, hen or elsewhere."
"When did he leave?"
"Early in the evening."
"In the family coach?" .
"Ye ."
"It is very strange. Did you know that Minisink was
destroyed by Brant and hi : Indian·· during the night?"
"So we feared. We ~aw the flames and were in great
dread lest the wretches should come here."
"You were perfectly ~afe. )Ir. Titcomb is a Tory."
Dick led the way to a ~haded gpot on the further side
l
of the road.
,Tack and the otheri> had dismounted and were -itting
on th\ grass.
"The boys know all about it," said Dick. "I heard
Uriah Titcomb la t nicrht de patch some scoundrel of his
acquaintance to get a score and more of other coundrels
to go to :Minisink to help Brant and his Indians."
"But, Captain--"
"I did not see him, but I did hear him, and there is
no mi taking his voice. I would know it anywhere."
"Oh, I do not doubt that he is perfectly capable of
doi11.g such a thing,'' ·•ally an:wered, "but I don't see
how he could. Wa · it in the neighborhood?''
"Yes."
".And after dark?"
"Yes, it was late."
"And he went away early."
"Re may not have gone as far a you thought . . I certainly heard him last night in the woods, a mile or so
below here."
Dick then related the circumstances of his following
the stranger, and of hearing the conversation between
h.im and Titcomb.
In a few minute He-ter came out, greeting Dick cordially.
he was as much surprised as Sally to hear Dick's news
of Titcomb.
"He said he wa going to get a lawyer," she said, "and
went off in the old family coach."
"Be sure that the lawyer is a good one before you sign
anything," said Dick, "and al-o read it over :first."
"Very rrood advice," said ally.
"I will certainly not ign anything that I don't know
about," said Hester.
"That is sufficient. I think I can trust you not to do
anything again t your own interests."
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The boys then took their leave and rode on to the
camp.
Soon after their arrival Patsy said to a fat Germ.an
boy named Carl Gookenspieler:
"Oi say, Cookyspiller, come wid me an' get a bucket
av wather.~'
"Dere don'd be any Inchuns, iss it?" asked Carl.
"Sure, yez knows as much about it as mesilf, but Oi
don't see anny. '
•' All right, I went mit _\'Ou und tooked mein musket to
shoot dem."
"Luck out yez don't shoot me instead, th.in, wid yer
clumsiness."
"Gone mit you. You was ~quint und don'd saw straight,
dot was der matter mit you."
" ure Oi can hit a mark iverv toime."
"Maybe you could, but you don'd was shooted where
you was looked."
The two were always quarreling, but never came to
blows, and were inseparable companions.
Off they tarted for the spring, which was a little way
outside of the camp in the woods.
Reaching the spring, which was right among a lot of
bushe , Patsy dipped in his bucket and filled it.
" nre Oi think Oi'll have a dhrink meseli," he ·saic.,
putting the bucket on one side.
Then kneeling and resting on his hands, he leaned
over to get a drink.
All at once he felt a hot breath on his cheek.
"Loogk ouid, Bat y!" yelled Carl.
"Get away from me, Cookyspiller. Can't yez wait?"
Then he leaned over still farther.
"Loogk ouid, Batsy, I toldt you," roared Carl.
Pat y heard a splash.
Then he began to straighten up.
"'l'ake yer nos~ out av the bucket, Dootchy. Sure, the
spring is good enough for the loikes av yez-oh, murdher ! wucl yez luck at that?"
A big brown bear had his nose in the bucket and was
drinking deep draughts therefrom.
Patsy was on his feet in an instant.
"Bad scran to yez, get out av that," he cried, giving
the bear a lusty kick alongside the head.
The bear growled and charged at Patsy.
Re got his head stuck fast in the bucket, charged
wildly, went into the spring with a great splash and
floundered out on the other side.
Then Carl seized his musket and fired.
It took a ,econd shot from Patsy's musket to :finish
the brute.
'£hen a number of the boys came running up to see
what the matter was.
IT caring the shots, they feared that Indians had attacked the two boys.
The bear split the bucket apart in his death struggle ,
and Patsy said in a tone of disgust:
" ure yez might well desthr'y it, for there's no wan
wud dhrink afther yez, not aven a horse."
"I toldt you to loogk ouid," said Carl, "but you don'd
would dooed dot."
" ure, Oi thought it wor yerself."
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At Halfway Brook they came upon the Indian en"You t'ought I was so big lige dot und mit all dot
of the previous night.
campment
hair? Humbug!"
The fires were till smoldering, and from their number
"Well, yez have no more manner.;, annyhow."
there was evidently a large force of Indians.
"Gone ouid mit you. I don'd was a bear alretty."
'fhe two colonel;;,, with the more prudent of the com"Xo, for yez aren't good to ate, ye·re too fat."
advocated a return.
pany,
camp
to
back
taken
and
up
The bear wa skinned, cut
Bravado overcame prudence, however, and, a a large
to provide more than one good meal for the boys.
The boys were vigilant, but saw nothinrr to give them majority favored pur ·uit, t~e rest yielded, and the march
·
was resumed.
alarm during the re t of the day.
Bob asked, a they went
Dick?"
think,
yon
do
·'What
they
ever,
as
watchful
a·
were
At night, although they
on.
heard nothing of their invisible foe.
"The ,-ame as I thought before, Bob. The pur,rnit is
"I am inclined to think that he was an Indian, and
mo~t imprudent, considering our mall force. ~ everthethat he has gone off with the others;' declared Bob.
"Perhaps o," was Dick'. reply, "but we mu ·t noi relax less, the Liberty Boys will do their best, Bob."
"Yei.;, they always do that," proudly.
our Yigilance in the least."
Later, a ~couting party under Captain Tyler, wa sent
They kept as sharp a watch as ever, therefore.
At no time during the nicrht, however, did they hear forward upon the Irnlian trail.
Dick, )fark, Jack, .D~m and five or six other Liberty
anything of a ·uspicious character.
'fhere were no stealthly footsteps, nothing to alarm Boy' went with it.
'1,hey pressed on engerly, :finding the trail still warm.
them.
'l'hen they halted to take council.
"Whether our iDYisiblc foe i white or red, he certainly
All of a udden a ~hot from an un,een foe rang out.
ha not visited us this night," _aid Dick long after midThe bullet whizzed pa t Dick later, within an inch of
nfaht.
head, and . truck Captain 'l,_yler.
his
not.
<lid
he
but
Bob,
said
yet,"
come
may
'c,He
~lark, Jack and .Ben fired upon the in tant in the diDawn came, and then 'unri~e, and still the invi ible
rection of the hot.
foe had not been heard.
"That i our invisible foe again," muttered )lark.
After breakfast the Liberty Boy;; . et out for Minisink.
"The shot wa certainly meant for Dick," declared
number
a
quite
already
that
found
Arrived there, they
Jack.
of hardy citizens had assembled.
· t o the wood, firi·ng~ ,-hot
• d a,;·h e d m
'Th L'b t y B oys
council· wacl bheld.
~fore came in,
_
· andJyad et ermme
y th e res1•c1 en t s t o pur- ft e h ot1• er
I t was unammou
· a er
d
·
sue t he mva er .
Xo one wa sPen, however.
Footstep were heard, but no distinct track- were
Colonel Tie~ten, who well knew th e· ~kill, prowes-, caution and crnft of Brant, oppo. eel the mea nre a too found.
hazarc1ou ·with o mall a force.
Dick quickly recalled the boy and attention was given
He was overruled, however, and :lfajor :Meeker, brave to Captain Tyler.
but ra~h and imprudent, cut hort the discussion by
The unfortunate officn had been killed, and by a :ohot
mounting his horse and saying:
no doubt intended for Dick.
"Let the brave men follow me, the cowards may stay
'fhe volunteer;; pushed forward resolutely, determined
behind."
to puni h the Indian~.
These word ignited the a embly, and the line of
''That was the Liberty Boy ' invi ible foe who fired
march wa' in tantly formed.
that shot," said Bob, positively, when informed of the cir"What do you think, Dick?" a ked Bob.
cum!<tance.
"There is no choice left us, Bob," said Dick, "but we
"Ro we all think," replied )Iark, "and it wa~ meant for
must be cautiou ."
Dick."
"'l'hen it must be an Indian," suggested Den.
"I don't tl,1ink we can tell that,"' returned Dick. "There
have been Torie,; with the Jndi.lns, and there may still
CHAP'IER IX.
be."
I
"Rut ~·on helievc that it was our invi.ible foe who fired
A FIERCE FIGHT.
the fatal shot?" asked Bob.
"Yes, I can't believe otherwi.-e."
However unwi e or ill-judged it might be to march
militia
The entire force now pm;hed on rapidly.
against Brant in theil' then unprepared tate, the
begun.
At nine o'clock they hovered upon the high hills overhad
they
a
on
follow
to
bnt
had no choice
They traveled 1:-eventeen mile and then encamped for looking the Delaware, near the mouth of the Lackawanna.
the night.
The Indian. were in full view below, marching in the
The next morning they were joined By Colonel Hadirection of a fording place.
thorn, of the Warwick militia, with a small force.
Hathorn dctermin c1 to intercept them there, and dis-Colonel Hathorn, being the superior officer, took comrd his men accordingly.
po.
expedition.
mand of the
The intervening hills hid the belligerent~. and Brant,
The march was then resumed.
T
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su pecting Hathorn's pnrpo:,,e, wheeled his column so as
to attack the rear of his pur:-;uers.
There was a deep and narrow ·ravine which the whites
bad lately crossed.
Threading thi,, Brant brought hi entire force to the
rear of the volunteer , formed an ambu cade an<l ~elected
his battleground with the grcate~t deliberation.
The ,pursuers, not finding the Indian where they had
expected, were greatly disappointed.
They were marching back when they discovered some
of i.he Indian:.
One of these was riding a hor . c tolen from 1finisink.
A militiaman shot him and the conflict began.
The fight was a long and bloody one.
The Indians were greatly superior in numbers to Hathorn's troops, an<l were better commanded, Brant' · ability a a leader being of a high quality.
Dick and his gallant lads became separated from Hathorn, and had to fight alone.
They had a good position near the river, however,
where they could not be surrounded, and they fought
re olutely.
There wa not a boy among them who did not realize
to the full that Brant wo11l<l slaughte~ their entire command if he could.
They had fought again, t the wily chief before, and
knew his cruel and vindictiye nature thoroughly.
The Indians pressed fiercely upon Hathorn' men until
they were hemmed in upon a rocky hill that sloped upon
all side!'-, the entire circumference being comprised wjthin
an acre of ground.
The ·m ilitiamen did not hm-e an un, tinted supp1y of
ammunition, and it had to be hu, banded.
They were careful not to fir~ at random, therefore, and
every shot was carefully aimed.
)fany of the Indians were killed, the fire of the militiamen being most deadly.
The redskins exhibited the greate. t ferocity, and slew
1be wounded without mercy.
Colonel Tiesten, dressing the wound " of ' eYentcen
militiamen behind a ledge of rocks, wa' di covered by the
enemy, and the whole party slain.
Brant said afterward that he had offered the men good
treatment if they would !1-urrender, but there wa never
any evidence of this, and the ferocity of the ." educated
avage" wa proverbial.
:From eleven o'clock in the morning, all throu<rh the
long, hot July day, the battle raged.
Only about thirty of Hathorn's men e caped.
Dick attempted to get to their as, istance, but was
1mable to reach them until the retreat.
Then the brave lad. held off Brant and hi fierce hordes
till the men were safe.
At unset Dick led the way to the river.
This way had alway been open to them, fortunately,
and now they took it.
Their ammunition wa not exhausted, but they had to
be careful of it, and not a shot was fired without aim.
The militiamen having ei\caped, Dick now led off his
brave boys in good order.
There was many wounded among them, and three or
four had been killed, the' C being borne away ior burial.
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The Indians came pres ing after them, but the boys
rode their hor-es into the river, those in the rear holcling
back the enemy.
)Jany tried to cut off Dick, but the plucky boys rallied
around their beloYed leader, and more than ·one red kin
paid the penalty of his rashnes" with hi- life.
'teadily on pushed the boy till all were in the river.
'l'he pur uing red were fired upon and fell back.
Then, in the gathering darkne s, the ho~·s escaped to
the other ide without the loss of am of their number.
'l'he lndian ' did not follow, and by ~orning not one of
them wa · to be found in the neighborhood.
The wounded Liberty Boys had their hurts attended to.,
and in the morning the dead were buried on the river
bank.
During the forenoon the boy et out upon the march
for their old camp.
'l'hey reached thi by night, and at once made themselves comfortable.
During the night Ben heard footsteps approaching.
He at once challengecl the intruder, when a bullet
flew dangerously near him.
He returned the shot in tantly, and a number of tho
boys came running llp and fired a volley into the darkne,-~ .
The_v heard rapidly retreating fooLteps ancl the mock-ing laugh they had heard on one or two other occasion •
Then the footsteps ceased to be heard. and they knew
that their invi.ible foe had again e~caped.
"That .fellow has returned," said Bob, "and we will
not be safe till he is found and destroved ..,
,
"We are fighting death in the dark as long as he is
permitted to roam at large," declared Dick.
"I don 't believe he i~ an Indian," added Mark. '·They
have all gone. Thi fellow belongs to the neighborhood>
,md mu t be hunted down."
"Yery true," . aid Dick, and there was not a boy who
c1id not agree with him.

CH.~PTER X.
THE )f.AN IN GREEN.

The invi ible foe of the Liberty Boys made no furthet·
,isits to the camp that night.
'hortly after breakfai-t, however, a mysterious shot
rang out.
One of the l ,ibcrty Boy- iell, badly wounded.
Immediately Dick, ~lark, Jack, Ben and a score morecame running out.
"Forward!' cried Dick. "This wn.,. Do not let the
scoundrel <"Scape."
·
Right into the wood darted the plucky boy..
"There he goes!" cried a boy on the slope near th
tent.
Jack and Hen, racing alongside, suddenly caught sight
of some green ohject hurrying into the wood,:.
"There he ~oes!" >'houted Jack.
"That's a branch flying back," said Ben.
"X o, it's someone in green. I can't be mi::-taken."
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"Jove! that's an idea!" muttered Ben.
Jack dashed on, being more fleet of foot.
Presently in an open space he discovered a figure all
in green speeding across the sward..
He at once fired.
The figure's cap flew off, and Jack swung his musket
o'"er hi shoulder and drew hi pistol and hurried on.
Picking up the cap he examined it.
It wa of green cloth, and had leaf-shaped pieces sewed
to the edges, wliich hung down like fringe.
Just then Jack saw Dick a little to one side.
"Go after a man in green, Dick," he ' houted.
Then he stuck the cap in hi belt and hurried on.
Preseatly there was a hout off to one side and then
four or five shots.
Several of the boys came together at the foot of a high
ledge of rock.
"He went up this like a cat," said Harry Thurber.
"There are vines to which he could cling," observed
Sam Sanderson.
"Here i something the fellow dropped," said Will
Freeman.
He had a short double-barreled shotgun.
It had been made hort by sa,ving the barrel, and was
a most murderou weapon.
"That was never used by an Indian," declared Ben.
"I told you I thought the fellow was white," declared
Mark, in a tone of conviction.
Dick took the weapon and looked at it.
":No, this was never used by a red man," he said.
"Here is something else the scoundrel dropped," said
Jack. "I shot it off his head."
Thereupon the dashy fellow handed Dick the green cap
with a bullet hole in the top.
"This is mo t ingenious," "aid Dick. "One could ea ily
take that for fluttering leaves at a distance."
"I believe his clothes are all made like it," said Jack.
"Jove! I have often seen the leaves fluttering, but
could not ,ee any man," . aid Ben. "I believe now that I
did see one."
"And didn't know it," added Harry Judson.
"You said just now it was a branch flying back," suggested Jack.
", o I did."
"And I saw the man shortly afterward and shot off his
cap."
"This is the first real clew we have had," observed
Dick, as they set off for the camp.
"The man's green clothes would allow him to e cape
observation in the woods," said Mark.
"And this short shotgun is easily carried, and makes
a most effective weapon," remarked Ben.
"It is really a great discovery," said Dick, "and will
greatly help us in tracking the scoundrel."
"Robin Hood and his men u ed to go about dre~sed in
green," said Jack, "and this fellow is following their example."
"And that shows that 4e is a white man," declared
Mark. "No red man would know anything of the Earl
of Huntington."
"Except Brant, perhaps," added Ben.
"This is not Brant, you may be sure. He is too open
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an enemy. This man is a crafty sneak, who comes like a
thief in the night and shooto us in the back."
Upon returning to the camp the boy greatly astonished
the others by stating their discovery.
"There!" cried Bob. '· I have often seen a branch fly
back, as I supposed, ju:::t after this person had gone on.
I must have seen him often without knowing it."
"~o have we," cried a number of the boys.
"As I said, this i, a most important di covery," declared
Dick, "and will materially aid us in tracking this mysteri'Ous foe of ours."
"Every time I ~ee the leaves fl.uttering unusually, I am
going to fire upon them.'' said Bob.
"If we all do that," declared ~Iark, "I think we will
cure thi persistent foe of ours from hanging about the
camp."
"That is a very good idea,'' spoke up a number of the
Liberty Boys.
The wounded boy had bcrn promptly attended to, and
there was etery chance of his ultimat e reco,ery.
The discon'ry made by ,Tack would aid them greatly,
and the_v felt that they had made areat progre!-, toward
the detection oi their mv. terious foe.
hortly after their r~turn Dick took Bob, Jack and
Ben and set off to sec the two girls.
"That rascally unc-le of theirs means mischief," Dick
declared, "and we want to see what e has been up to
since our absence."
The boys reached the hou.;;e at length, and found the
girl - sitting on the ample veranda.
Dismounting, the boys went forward and were warmly
greeted by the two girls.
"Ila . your uncle returned?" Dick asked.
"Yes, but he is not at home at present;' Sally made
reply.
"Did he bring the lawyer, as he said he would?" Bob
asked.
"~~o, but he says he expects the man shortly."
"We mu ' t see him when he comes. I can tell if he is
hone't or not."
"A good many of them are not." chuckled Jack.
"The majority, I trunk," echoed Ben.
The boys remained for a time, chatting and laughing
with the girls, and then set off up the road.
"It is scarcely likely that any of the Indians are about,"
said Dick.
"But there were Tories with them," suggested Bob.
"Exactly, and it will be -w-ell to see if any of them
are here. It is barely possible that we may discover some
of them."
Reaching their old point of observation, they looked
acros the valley.
"There is no mysterious smoke to be seen," ob erved
Dick, in a. careless tone.
"No." c::aid Ben, turning his head . "but-Jove! there
he is!"
Thne was a sudden sharp report, and Ben dashed into·
the bushes.
Jack leaped from his bay mare and followed.
"Look out for the bank, Ben!" he shouted, warningly.
"Look there, Jack!" gasped Ben.
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"Yes, of course," thoughtfully.
There were no Indians about, and .t hey had not identified any of the Torie who had been with Brant in the
attack on Mini ink.
"The only one I could be cure of i;,. that fellow, Bill
Bilkins, as he called himself,'' observed Dick.
"Titcomb called him Hiram, you aid," remarked Bob.
"Yes, hut that may not be his name any more than
Bill Bilkins."
"It is more likely to be his true one, if Titcomb called
.. .... ~ i
him that."
"True," :aid Dick.
After dinner Dick ~et out on his black horse. ~iajor, to
go to )lini ink.
He had not gone far when he met a roughly-dresi->ed
man, who said:
"Be ther er camp er sogers hereabouts? I'd like to
enlist."
"You 're a Tory, Bill Bilkins," said Di~k. "You don't
want to join the patriot ."
•e're makin' er mi take, Cap'n," drawled the
"I gue
other. "My name ain t Bill Bilkinf-, it's Pete Edgcway,''
"Oh, I thought it might be Hiram somethincr or an·
other."
"llebbe it' lli Billing ye're lookin' fur? He fars o,·e
ter Wallkill."
"How much pay did you get for joining the Indian:-; in
the attack on ~[inisink?'' asked Dick uddenly.
"I wa~n't there ertall," drawled Bill. "I don't liYe that
'ere way. PootY bad. w,1,m't it?"
"See here, Bill nil kin,-;, or whatever your name i., I
know you, and I don't know :my good of you. Who wer
the others concerned in thu t business?"
"I dou't recollect ever ha ·in' ~een yer afore, Cap'n."
"You came to our camp to :::py, no doubt. Then you
met old L°riah Ti~comb in the woods, and you told him
that we t-u~pecte<l nothing."
"It wasn't me, Cap'n. Gue::;::; ye're mistook."
then Titcomb told you to get thirty more !;Coun"~\nd
CRAP'l'Ell XI.
drels. <lif:guise your;,.elYe like Indian:;, and help Brant."
"Waal waal, ef thet ain't thermo t remarkable thing
OTHER CLEWS.
I ever heard. Who'd yer :say he was? Whitcomb? Xever
The boy;; rode down to the camp, talking over what had heard tell on him."
Dick' hand suddenly shot out and took Bill Bilkin
happened.
'"The fellow :;rot off the path somewhere," caid ,Jack, by the throat.
"Tell me the namec of thoce men, you scoundrel." he ,
"where there wa ledge rock, and cO left no trail."
"It look, like it," . ai<l Bob. "He i · a wary scoundrel, hi,,.ged, "or you'll hang irn:ide of ten minutes. You 're
bound to do it ometime, I'm certain."
at any rate, our man in grren."
Bill gasped, turned purple, tried to get away, attempted
""-e have found a shorkut. at anv rate,'' oh-.errrd
Ben, "and if we want to .~o up there ;gain we can :are rni_nly to trike Dick, and finally ga ped :
·'J.ecrgo an' I'll tell yer."
quite a di tance."
Dick wa out of the saddle in an in tant.
"And haw old Titcomb ,-uing us for tre~pasR," , put'l'hen, with one hand on Bill's collar and a pi to] in the
tered Bob. 'It war, just a,- well that we did not . ee him,
r. he .aid:
oth
.
him."
with
~quabhle
,1
into
get
for we would be ::;nre to
"\rhat did Titcomb have to do with the mattter?"
"He know what I think of him, ..' chuckled ,Jack.
"He 'p 'inted us ter go ter )fini ..ink dre,sed a, Injun_."
"If I were sure that the old Tory were harboring this
"1\11ere did you get the disguise,-;?"
my terious enemy of ours.'' declared Di<·k. who had ;;aid
'·Brant gave 'em term:."
but little on the way down. "I would charge him with it.
"Who were with you?"
and make him giv-e the fellow up."
"I dunno know all on 'em. There was Bill Bilkin;: and
"Jove! I never thought of that," amrwered Bob, "but
Pete E<lgewa:r, and am Perkim and ol Betb,, and Zekethere is something in it) I believe."
Hodg-e, and some I dunno."
"We shall have to be ~urc of it fir t," said Dick.

Then both boys saw a figure in green running wiftly
along the path leading down the mountain.
The skirts of his green coat fluttered in the wind and
looked not like waving branche~.
His green breeche were trimmed with long fringe, and
his hose were of a dark brown.
They had really a much better view o! him than they
had ever had.
•'· hoot the ra~cal, Ben!" yelled ,Jack.
The lively fellow fired a quick shot at the fugitive, and
then Ben came after him, havin~ dismounted.
Dick and Bob huriedly followed. leading their horses.
"We're after him, Dick'." shouted Jack.
T11en he and Ben followed the path, finding no tracks
upon it, however.
It was too well trodden to show them, but Jack hoped
to catch another sight 0£ the figure in green.
He did, in a few minutes, and fired a pi tol shot at
.
him.
Then Dick and Bob came up, ha, ing mounted again,
and leading the bor' hor · ·~.
The path was. wide enough for t1rn. and tlwy rode on at
a good speed.
They did not see the man in green a<Tain,. nor did they
H'e any place where he micrht have left the path.
Kone of them had seen his fa<:e, and Jack declared
that he wore a green mask and brown· gloves.
They heard no more footsteps, and at last came ?ut
near the hou,e where Titcomb liYed, and made for the
road.
Here they , aw the girl;; again, and ally aid:
"Uncle Titcomb ha come in, 'cipio say:,:. Would you
like to see him?"
''X o. not until he set out to do more mi.chief. Then
he will see u. before he want to."

•
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Titcomb, wearing a bag wig and dressed in a brown
"What's your name?"
coat with silver frogs, knee breeches of the i::ame, :,ii.Ken
"Hi Billing sometime , and Joe Bluff other times."
of the
"ls it one of your ruffian;; who ha , b_een hanging about hose, and a white silk waistcoat, sat at the head
table.
our camp and firing on the boy ?"
'l'he girl· were becomingly attired, and looked prettier
"I dunno, Cap'n. Anyway, et ain't me."
"Which one of you dresses in green clothes, to look than ever.
"What is the meaning of thi - ✓intrusion?" demanded
like leaves, us he prowl about the woods?" asked Dick.
·
Tory angrily, flushing scarlet.
the
"I dunno, Cap'n. 1 hain't heerd tell o' that."
'ritcomb."
~Ir.
you,
a.:k
to
tions
qne
few
a
have
"I
the
in
ound
suspiciou'
a
At that moment Dick heard
" ee my solicitor, Mr. Crabbe. Ile will be here tobushes by the side of the road.
morrow, or you can find him at Goshen."
Then he noticed a sudden fluttering of leaves.
"What puni -hmcnt do you expect for the part you took
At once he prang forward, leading l\lajor, and fired.
the attack on )Iinisink?"
in
a
saw
he
moment
a
in
There were rapid footsteps, and
had nothing to do •with it," with a narl.
"I
the
of
thickest
the
into
da::.;h
figure
brown
and
green
"I have other information. What have you to do, abo,
woods.
a per ·on dressed in green, to simulate the leave",
with
Dick
Hiram took to his heel~ at the same moment, and
about our camp, tiring upon us?"
prowl
and
lo"t both ,:coundrek
of no ,;uch per~on," muttered 'l'itcomb.
know
'·T
the
was
about,"
"
wa
I
known
have
nrn~t
follow
"The
"Twice we have followed him on paths leading directly
thought. '·We must catch him ancl put an end to his
this house."
to
prow lin O'S."
i;eturned
length
at
and
"I can't help it if craiy wanderers invade my laud.
Then he rode on to Minisink,
camp i on it, but I haYe not ordered you off."
Your
to the camp.
"You arc a 'l'or}, and have no love for patriot:-. I
It was :nearly du k when a my::.;terious shot rang out,
lliar<l you giYe instructions to Hiram Billing on the night
narrowly mh,sinO' one of the Liberty Boy:-.
wood
the
into
hcd
of the attack on ~Iini ·ink to--"
lnc· tantly a i->c9rc of the boy- da
came.
"I know of no such person, and on that night I
i-hot
wlwnc·e the
A green figure was dimly seen hurrying away, and the was--"
"1.Ii ·tah Crabbe, de lawyah, sah," aid the black serboy~ pursued it, firing a:; they ran.
it.
followed
vant.
They quickly fol!nd a beaten path and
An oily-looking, crafty-appea ring man entered at thi:,
Dick, Bob and a score of boys raced after the figure,
moment.
which they could .;ee le and less distinctly.
"Ah, Crabbe, where was I on the night of the nine"Follow the path," said Dick. "Get torches."
While Dick and a number of the boys hurried along the teenth?"
"At my houge in Goshen, as you well know," was the
path, Bob and others cut and lighted a number of pine
answer of the lawyer.
torche .
They hastened after Dick and the rest, and soon caught
"I think I shall prove otherwi c," aid Dick. ":Meanup with them.
time if it i, known that you harbor thi - man in greeu
"The man in green ha gone," aia Dick, "but I want who ha~ alre,1dy killed one of my boy- and seriously
to know where this path leads."
wounded two or three others, you will be held as rethe
through
and
up
letl
it
pon:-ible a,- if you had done it yourself."
They followed it, finding
Then he left the house with the boy~.
woods, shortening the distance b,v the regular road.
At length it came out back of Titcomb'::- hou,-e.
"The path from the mountain lead::- to thi~ house," said
Dick. "and the one. from below leads hen' aho."
CIL\ PTEil XII.
""·hat has Titcomb got to do with thi my-tcriou - man
in green?" a:Sked Bob.
A S1'.\P.TLl:-iG DI ' CO\"ERY.
"That iR what I would like to know," said Dick.
There were Jio-ht - in th~ big house now.
When Dick wa,- out,-ide he detailed a dozen of the boyDick and the Liberty Boy went around to the front
i,;nrronnd the hou.0 and watch it.
to
door.
"You will be relicv0d in an hour, boy:;," he said. "H
Dick knocketl.
~-ou see any !'w,pirious pcr,-on enter the house, arre~t
The black man c1p10 came to the door.
him when he leaYe:; it."
"Where i - )Ir. 'l'itcomb ?"
"And if any come out who ha,·e not gone it?" a. ked
"He am ju. ·' settin' down to hi~ upper, sah; him and
Jack.
de young misses."
"Follow them and arrc~t them if 'they act in a su. "I wish to , ee him. Come, bo~·s, two or three of you."
He pu hed his way in, followed by Bob, Jack, Ben and picious manner."
"Yerr good.''
am.
could
who
Dick then returned to the camp, where Patsy had sup"Ye~, sah, dis way, sah," said the black
ready.
per
not help him,elf.
and at inter.ab of two or three hours during
placed
Later,
candles,
b~lighted
,va.
hall
dining
~paeiou
'rhC'
on the table, over the fireplace and in sconces on the wall. tl}-C' night. the guard was changed.

THE LIBERTY BOYS' l~Yl IBLE FOE.

N" ot once wa · any susp1c1ou sound heard about the
camp durino- the night.
The invi,,ible foe, or the man in green, as the boys
now knew him, w~ neither een nor heard.
No one had entered or left the hou e during the night,
and the prc~cnce of the boys was evidently neither known
nor suspected.
At dawn approached they gradually withdrew, and at
~unri,,e not one wa within :ight from the house, although
they ,till kept a watch upon it.
A" the morning advanced, the boy· retired farther and
farther from the house.
No one leavinrr the house would go in the direction of
the camp without pafl~ing through the lines, although
they mig-ht not observe the boYs.
If Titcomb concealed the m;n in green and the latter
attempted to go to the camp the boy would see him.
Dick believed that Titcomb dhl conceal him, for all
his having denied it.
The man may have been away from the house on the
night of the nineteenth, a · he said.
Dick had seen him talking lo Hiram, however, and he
may have been at :Mini:,ink, but thi , the boy could not
prove.
The invi:;ible foe had not appeared that night, nor
during 'Titcomb':,; absence.
He had returned, however, as ,oon as 'ritcomb came
back, and Dick was certain that there wa some connection between the two men.
"'l'he old 1'ory give the fellow hi - in.:trudions, I am
certain," he said to Bob.
"lt would seem so," thoughtfully.
"I told the 'l'ory I would hold him equally re. pon ible."
"Ye:-, and the strange man did not how himself la t
ni~ht."
-,,\rhich ,,.how~ that the Tory knows about him."
"\-ery true," ,:aid Bob. "We are gradually closing in
upon the ra~cal."
"We must keep the lines drawn about the house, Bob.
If thi man in green is "ecn, capture him. Then we
·
will force him to tell the truth."
"Yery good."
The boys were kept posted, therefore, although not
close to the house, as during the night.
To one could approach the camp from the house, however, without being een, and the boys had orders to
arrest any su ·piciou - person -een making hi way to the
camp.
It did not seem possible that 'l'itcomh knew of the
watch that wa · being kept on him and hi,: house.
Dick had given orders privately; and the boy- had
'
been at great pain not to be , een.
What thit. would lead to could not be told, bul Dick
meant at least to put a top to the -vi ib of their secret
foe, whether he were caught or not.
On the outer line, guarding the approach to the camp,
were :Mark, Jack, the hrn Harr~'", Ben, ~am and half a
dozen other:, all brave boys. and all a~ wary as foxes.
X ot one of them could ha \·e 1,een ,:een by anyone passinz that wav, but all were on the watch.
'E,10h boy· knew the po·ilion or c,·er_v other, and all
could be ,-itinallc<l to in a hort time.
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Mark, ensconced behind a great moss-coveretl bowlder,
knew that Jack was on his right and Harry Thurber on
his left.
To the right of Jack was Ben, and to the left of Harry
was the other Harry.
'l'here wa nothing to be heard but the buzz of the bee
and the hum of ]ocu:-;ts, the air wat. till and hot, and
everything eemed to be falling asleep.
::\lark knew that often when it wa quietest there wa.s
the greate:.t danger, and $0 was on the alert.
At length he hca,:d the stealthy foot tept. he had
heard before.
Then a locust began to utter its shrill note.
The ,,ound was repeated to the right and to the left.
The boys were beginning to draw clo,,er to each other.
The tep came nearer, and )lark looked out cautiou ly.
Ile saw a waving of branche , but there was no air
stirring, and the tree.- neare t him were still .
.Again the shrill note of the locu t sounded, and the
bov:- drew nearer.
Jae;k and Harry were now within two or three feet of
Mark.
Then Jack ,aw the strange figure in green gliding along
the path, glancing to the right and left and listening for
any u.-picious sound.
On came the man, and Mark uttered a sharp sound
like the cry of a catbird.
It wa the signal for the boys to pounce upon the
enemy.
'l'he man suddenly looked up.
Jack aw his face and uttered a cry 0£ astonishment.
'J'he man was Uriah Titcomb himself.
The boys all sprang to their feet and leaped forward.
Jack' • tartled cry alarmed the man.
He turned like a fla h and ran like a deer.
"Fire, Jack, fire. boys!" cried Mark.
'l'he boy obeyed, and :,,hot after shot went echoing
through the wood,-.
They gave chase, but could n_o t catch up with the man.
They found a green hat with a hole through the to~
and .ome green fringe which had caught on a briar.
The man escaped them, however, and Mark soon called
in his boys.
"Did you ce him, Jack?" he asked.
"Yes, and if I had not spoken we would have had him."
"'\\'ell, we know who he is now, at any rate."
"Titcomb, the Tory."
"Yes."
"1 never dreamed of it."
"X or I, although I thought with Dick that he must
know something about him."
'·That explain· a lot that has been mysterious."
""o it does."
,Just then they heard a signal from Dick.
Ile had heard the shot,-1.
He now came up, and ~lark told him what they had
di::;covered.
"We mu~t follow thi · up," said Dick. "Come."
'l'he,v immediately set out for the hou e of the Tory.
Here they found the two girl::;, who ~aid that Titcomb
wa - not at home.
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"He may haYe come in without you knowing it/' cried
Dick, "but we are sure he is here."
The negro serving man said that his master had not
come in, but the boys insisted on searching for him.
It Titcomb' bedroom they found the green clothe - he
had worn, but there was no trace of the man him:-,elf.
"He has fled," said Dick.
"It was about time," declared :.lark.
"I never was so surpri, ecl in my life," said Jack. "I
knew the man was a Tory, and an old .coundrel. but I
never suspected that he was a sneaking murderer like this
invisible foe of ours."
"I did not suspect it myself," said Dick, "although I
ili<l think that he knew the fellow and protected him."
The girls were both greatly shocked at the di c~Yery
the boys had made, :for they had not suspected that Titcomb was uch a de picable villain.
''He will not trouble us again," said :Hark.
' I am not so sure of that," said Dick, "but we know
him now, and ii he does app~ar must take all pains to
secure him."

CHJ..P1'EH XIII.
KEEPIXG A WATCH.

The boys returned to the camp after a short visit with
- the two girls.
The Tory's escape anuoyed them, but they all agreed
that he was :t clever scoundrel, and that they would haYe
to woTk hard to catch him.
.
"He mu t have fairly flown to get to the house and
away before we could reach it," said }fark.
"Do you belieYe that the old negro could have helped
him get a.way?" a,kcd Jack.
" o, the old man is honest, and know · no more than
he says. We none of u suspected Titcomb, and so he
could get away ahead of us."
"He knew the way. of cour~e, and wa~ probably more
energetic than we ~ uspectcd."
"Yes, and all that time was lost before we started for
his house," ad<led Jack.
''Yc8. and all that time he was getting a lead on us,"
declared Dick. "Ile knew that the game was up, and
that every moment wa pTecious."
"Well, he won't leave th1'S fine property, you may be
sure," declared 1\Iark, "and a. soon as we go away you
will find him coming back to it and trying to get it all
in his own hands."
"Very true," said Dick, "but the man is not only our
enemy, but that of the country as well, and must be punished."
"He will be, you may be certain," declared Jack, "and
we nrnst keep a watch on him."
Titcomb clid not appear around the camp or at the
• house the re, t of that day, nor during the night.
The Liberty Boys patrolled the ground" about the
hon e as before, and the man did not put in an appearance.
"If we had not withdrawn our guard that morning,"
declared Bob, "we might have caught the fellow."

"'I'o be sure," echoed }lark, '·lJut none of u -, not nen
Dick, had any idea that the old ra~cal was our invi.ible
foe."
"Very true, we did not."
There being a guaTd about the hou:;e, many of the
boys saw the two girls quite often, and found them very
good company.
When they were not on duty they spent a good deal o:f
time with the girl~, which seemed a very plea ant arrangement all around.
The girl had been lonely at times, with no company
in the big house.
·\"rith the boys about, all this was chancred.
They took ride and driYe about the mountain~7
trolled through the wood , sat on the broad piazzas or
under the tree during the heat of the day, and enjoyed
themselves in many way·.
"You will have to be on the lookout, Jack," laughed
}lark one afternoon, ''or some of the boys will be cutting
you out."
"How o ?" in a pTovokingly carele. s tone.
"Why, they will be getting one or both of the young
ladies away from you."
"But I couldn't take both, you know."
"And you have a preference?"
"Oh, have I?" provokingly.
"Why, yes, haven't you?"
"You .. ay I have."
"Which one is it, Jach?" eagerly.
"Don't you wi.h you kncwr" chuckled Jack, and }lark,
kure that the jolly fellow had his e ·e on one of the girl,-,
went around a'king the boys which it was, o as to be
able to tease Jack.
Patsy and Carl were on guard at the time.
:.lark went to Patsy and mid:
"You're a clen•r boy, Patsy."
"X ow how did yez foind that out, Mark?" laughed the
,iolly ~·oung lri,:lu11>1n. "Oi thought Oi wor kapin' it
·acret?'
"But you are, Pat y."
"Yis, Oi know, bnt don't tell Cooky piller or he'll be
gett4'1' jealous, for he do think that, barrin' Dick lather,
he's the only mart felly in the camp."
"You've noticed Jack t 1
"Sure Oi h:we, an· the foine bye be is entoirely, a gooc1
match for yersilf,-''
''Ye~, and more than a match, sometimes," laughed
1Iark.
"Sure Oi'd niver believe it."
"Oh, yes, you would. You've been to Blarney Castle,
Patsy?"
" ure Oi niver wor :· with a . erious look.
"You have seen him talkin_g- to the young la die~?"
"Deed an' I ha,e, an' Oi do be thinkin' he wor well
empl'yed, be the , ame token."
"1.Vhich one do you think he like ' be~t. Pat~y?"
"Troth, Oi think he' ' a good deal loike Cook,rspiller in
that re,:pect. an' that be hasn't made up his moind."
"Oh, you're a humbug," laughed )fark. "I don't belieYe you know a thing about it."
"Then there's a pair av us, an' Oi'm thinkin' that
1Jasther Jack wud niver have the hairt to separate m,

"He's went on up the state inter the :Mohawk valley.
an' that we'll remain in that shtate foriver an' iver, ah
gimme these here clothes, 'cause mine was out."
Ile
.
min."
"Where is Lawyer Crabbe?"
"I believe you," said Mark.
"I dunno, 'less he's ter Goshen. I hain't saw him in
fat
the
"Come on, Cookyspiller," said Patsy, · seeing
ome tirae."
quite
somefound
we
toime
"it's
erman boy approaching,
"What are you doing in these parts?"
thing."
"Waal, I live here, don't I? Gue s I got a right to go
"Maybe you was ein bear found mit his head der
hain"t I?"
home,
bucket in alretty," laughed Carl.
want a bigger scoundrel than you are, Hiram, but
"We
a
in
head
own
yer
get
may
yez
"Go'n wid yez or
I warn you that if we catch you at any mi chief, the
bucket, begorrah."
''Dot was all righd. I don'd was afraid been dot you neighbor will be informed of the part you took at Minisink."
was shooted me."
"Ye didn t see me there, did ye?" snarled Hiram. "How
"Ah! Why not?"
"Because you don'd was hit somedings efer, dot was for do ye know I was there ertall ?"
"Well, go on your way, Hiram, but remember what I
why," with a laugh.
said."
me
" ure Oi'll hit yez now thin av yez don't get out av
"All right, Cap'n," and Hiram strolled off carelessly.
wav."
'· Didn't you want him, Dick?" asked Bob.
They set off through the woods, and Pat y suddenly ex"K'o, but the fellow may lead us to where Titcomb is
claimed:
hiding. He was ent here to see if we were still about."
"\Vhi,ht! there he is now!"
"Jove! I never thought of that."
tone.
loud
a
in
"Where he wa ?" asked Carl
The Tory went to the house and tried to enter, but
"Whisht! Oi tell yez. Sure he'll hear yez. Don't yez
Pat y would not let him.
hear his fate comin' along?"
Then he set out as if to go to }linisink, but took a
''Ya, dcre wa" two off dem."
direction and at last took the road by which
roundabout
wud
else
How
fate.
two
have
'·Av course the mon do
he had come, carefully watc,hed by Dick, Bob and the
he walk?"
other:.
"Two off do e man I meaned."
" ure Oi think yez are roight, me bye."
omething was coming along the path through the
woods.
CHAPTER XIV.
"There he is now!" cried the Irish boy, raising his
musket.
O:N' THE TRAIL.
"Hold ouid!" said Carl, in a moment. "Dot was ein
cow coming home to got milked."
"The fellow i going back to his master," whispered
Carl was right, for the cow now appeared and bellowed Dick. "We must follow him."
at ,;ight of the two boy .
The boy set out after the rascally Tory, Dick being
"Go on wid yez an' don't be all the toime making a sure that he was going to Titcomb's hiding place.
noi e," said Pat y in diRgust. " ure, Oi h'ard the four
It was afternoon, but the dar were long now, and
fate av yez, an' thouaht it wor two min."
there was till some time before dark.
"Dot was ein funny choke peen," lau<Thed Carl. "I
The boys did not have their horses with them, but
knowed who dot was all der dime."
Hiram was on foot also, and so he had no advantage over
"Ye're a loiar, yez did not, yez wor fooled as much as them.
mesilf."
They kept him in sight while in the wood without being
Dick Bob, Jack, Ben and a number of others were seen themselves.
making their way through the wood when Dick suddenly
At length, however, he came out upon a rough mountone.
low
a
in
said
paused and
tain road where it was open at places.
"There is someone coming. Conceal yourselves. This
Here the man might see them if he chanced to turn.
may be the fellow. It sounds like his step."
"Better keep a turn of the road between the fellow and
Dick always remembered uch things, as he remem- us," said Dick.
bered faces and voices.
" uppose he should leave it?" suggested Bob.
The boys :ccreted them elves behind trees, rocks and
"W'e can always find his tracks," shortly.
bushes.
" &me of us might keep to one ,ide of the road," said
Jack, "and be nearer."
The man Dick had heard came on teadily.
"That is a good idea. Then if he does leave the road,
"That isn ·t Titcomb," he said, "it's Hiram."
will know it sooner."
we
In a few moments a man appeared.
and Ben on one side, and the two Harrys on the
Jack
dressed,
Titcomb
.een
last
had
Dick
as
dressed
was
He
other, now struck into the bu hes beside the road and hurbut it was not the Tory.
Dick suddenly signalled to the boys and stepped out. ried on.
Dick a.nd Bob kept to the road, maintaining a good
In a moment Hiram was surrounded. •
when Hi ran was not in· sight.
speed
master?"
your
is
"where
Dick,
said
Hiram,''
"Well,
Jack and Ben kept the fellow under their eye almost
"Hain't got none, I ain't no niggro slave."
constantly.
"Where is your employer, then, Uriah Titcomb?"

I
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"He might ,-li{:le," aid Bob. "It i, not quite up and
At times they were quite near the road, but at others
down, you ee. '
they were obliged to go in to ,,ome little di ' tance.
"But he couldn't slide up again, Dob, once he got
At length Jack, being close to the road, i,,aw Hiram
turn into a little lane, scarcely more than a path, leading down," said Jack, half impatiently.
"\1ait a momt•nt," ,;aid Dick.
to the mountains.
Then he knelt on the edge of the bank and looked
"Run back, Ben, and bring 11p Dick," aid Jack.
Ben hurried away, and Jack followed Hiram, keeping down.
him in sight.
")fo, he could not ,'lide up, Jack," he said, with a smile,
"Follow Jack, boy .•" said Ben, meeting the two Harrys. "but he could get up by the e strong vines, over to my
"He went down the lane."
left, and he could :Hele down here, the rocks being
"All righ~" and then Ben hurried on to meet Dick and smooth, without any vines to hinder."
Bob.
"J ee," :-<aid Bob.
"But do you know that he came thi' way?" asked
He hortly did so, and told them what Jack had done.
"Hiram is going to some nook among the rocks where ,Jnck.
'Xo, we don't, not unles 3' 011 saw him."
the rascally old 'l'ory is in hiding," caid Bob.
"I did not."
"Then we must try and run him down," added Dick.
"Do you . ee any signs of him, Di<Jk ?" asked l3ob.
The boys hurried on, and at length came to the narrow
"X o, the rock is smooth, and there are no footprints
lane down which Jack had gone, followed by the two
on thcrdgc."
Harrys.
''Had we better wait for a signal from the other ?"
Jack, following Hiram, presently saw him leave the
"IJ l w<>re sure someone had been down here recently, I
lane and ascend a :-teep, winding path.
The boy broke two twig· with a little noise a" po ' ible would not wait for that."
While they were tanding there they heard a signal
and laid them with one point of each together in the form
from llen, tellincr them that he was coming.
of an arrow.
In a few minutes Ben came along.
The point of this arrow was in the direction of the
"I
.aw the fellow," he i,,aid.
winding path.
"Ti
teom b ?"
The two Harry , coming after him, would see this
"No,
Hiram."
arrow and know which direction he had taken.
"Did he see you?''
Jack then began to ascend the path, making no more
"No."
noise than was neces ary.
"You did not ~ee Titcomb?"
He lost ight of Hiram, but could now and then hear
"Not a Rign of him."
him toiling up the steep ascent.
"Where did the other path lead to, Ben?"
Jack could go up without puffing or making any undue
"To a hut at the top of a teep path. I did not go up,
noise, and he could have run, but he did not want the
for it looked dang<>rous. 'l'hc two Harry are watching it
man to see him yet, and so he waR more cautious.
now.'~
At length he came to a point where the path divided.
He could see no footprint · on either path and both
"Then we will go that way."
were very distinct.
The boys all set off for the other path and the hut
Here was a dilemma.
among the rock>:, which the two Harrys and Ben had discovered.
He mu t wait till someone came up.
Looking down he , aw the two boys coming up.
They found the two Harry on guard at the foot oi the
Then he signalled, giving a natural sound twice.
path.
In a moment he signalled again, using a sound that
~'Seen anyone?" asked Ben.
meant on the right.
"Hiram came out once," replied Harry Thurber.
In this manner he told the boys that there were two
"Did he see you?"
path. , and that he would take the right hand one.
"l don't know."
Harry Thurber ,;igualle<l that he understood and that
"You did not see Titcomb?" asked Dick.
"Xo, we did not."
they were coming on.
"When did vou see Hiram?"
,Jack then hurried along the right hand path.
"A ;;hort ti~e after Ben left."
Dick and Bob, with Ben, came hurrying on, iou.nd
"And not ince ?"
Jack's indicator and went on up the path.
"No."
At the division, Dick and llob took the path to the
right, Ben following the other.
Dick climbed a tree close at hand before attempting
Dick and Bob at last came upon Jack standing on the to go up thP p,1th.
brink of a deep ravine, the bank of which at this point
This enabled him to see it windings and to get a
was almost sheer.
better view of the hut.
"I am afraid I took the wrong road," said Jack.
The lattri. was a , mall affair, a little more than a tory
"Does it end here?" asked Dick.
in height, with a low ext.en ion running out for ten feet
f'YeR, for it's all II tangle on either side of me, through or more at the rear.
which a rahhit could carccly make his way, and I don't
Dick rould Ree only one door, that at the front, a trout
think that Hiram jumped down."
I window, and one at the side.
0

H
Whether there was a door in the extension or not he
could not tell.
Df-;,;cending, he told of what he had ~een.
"Go up there, Bob," he .~aid, "and keep a lookout. You
had better go, too, B n. Have your pi~tols ready to fire
in ca e of necessity."
Bob took Dick's position in the tree, with Ben just
below him.
The two Harry remained at the bottom of the path
with orders to rro up in case they were called upon by
Dick.
Jack wa ' to accompany Dick in hi. n~cent.
'l'he ·e arrangements being made, Dick and Jack ~tarted
up the path, pistols in hand, and every sen,-e on the alert.
Bob watched them as they went up, and saw nothing
to alarm him.
But Bob and Ben were on the alert and ready to warn
Dick and Jack of the slighte -t danger.
The boy reached the top o.f the path without seeing
or hearing anyone.
The front door was clo-ed, the window being barred as
well.
" tand a ide, Jack," said l1ick.
Jack did o, and Dick, taking a position near the hinge-,
gave the door a udden tremendous kick.
It fell in with a cra~h.
At the ame moment there wa a loud report an<l a
puff of moke, while a perfect shower of buUets spattered
aaainst the rock and hit the tree below where Ben was
hidden.
"It's just as well we did not attempt to force the door,
Jack," said Dick.
Then they went in.
X o one wa to be seen.

CHAPTEH XV.
WlIAT HIRAM WASTED A 'D WHAT HE GOT.

Dick callC'd down for the two Harry .
They at once went up.
Dick and .Jack went through the hou;;e to the extension.
The two Harry;-; went to the rear by the outside.
No on<' wa in the house.
There was a door at the rear fastened by a bar.
1\ few feet from this was a deep and narrow chMm.
'I'hc boy looked into this.
"1'hC're are vine,;," said Dfok.
"And that rascal has gone down while we have been
wasting time watching an empty hou e," sputtered Jack.
"Ye, , and hC' left a spring gun, thin king to kill one or
more of u~," added Harry Judson.
"What are you going to do, Dick?" asked Harry Thurber. "It is getting dark."
"There is nothing to do now," wa Dick's answer.
"We ought to pull down the hou;;e," suggested Jack,
"so a. to leave this wTetch without a shelter."
"Very goorl," said Dick.
Jack and the two Harrys got to work without further
delay.

•

Bob and Ben joined them, their duties as lookouts
being ended.
In ten minutes the hut was demolished, the fragments
scattered over the rock,; or thrown down the chasm.
Then the boy · cut or pulled away many of the vine&
which formed a ladder leading below.
"That will shut off one avC'nue at least," declared
Jack.
" ..:\nd if we had gone down !he ravine we would have
caught the 'I'ory &coundrel," , aid Bob.
'')Iaybe not," returned Dick. "The e mountains are
full of hiding places."
"Well, we have made it harder for the fellow to get
out of thi · one," declared Jack.
The boy · now hurried away down to the dividing of the
path and then to i.he lane and .o on along the road and
back to the camp.
They reached this by dark, and found the fires lighted
and . upper ready.
'l'he boys all wanted to know what adventures they hadt
and Dick related them, everyone being greatly interested ..
"It' too bad you lo ·t the old ra,;cal," said Mark, "but
it will be something to drive him out of the neighborhood."
'
"The man 011ght to be punished," declared Bob. "He
i1> a traitor and a -coundrel."
·'He will be puni,-hed," replied Dick. " uch men do
not e:-cape. Retribution always overtakes them, sooner
or later."
There was no sign of the Liberty Boys' invisible foe
tlHtt night, although a trict watch wa kept for him.
X either did Titcomb attempt to return to the house,
which was guarded a before.
During the next forenoon Jliram came to the camp.
He was at once eized and taken before Dick.
"That blame skunk has went back on me," he complained angrily to Dick, "an' I'm ready ter give him up."
"'"\lrnt has he done?"
"Yi.terday he ent me ter find out if yew fellers had
went erway er not."
"Ye ?"
"I done it."
"Well?''
"'l'hen I Jed yew fellers on _ther wrong scent."
"Xot entirely."
"W11al, yew found ther hut, er course, but yer didn't
get rriah."
"So, we did not."
"He wa. n ·t there, an' I got erway. I don't see how yer
didn't git ketched by ther pring gun."
"Because I ,u, pected ,-omething of the sort."
"An' yer bu ted up ther hut, ,-o' I can't live there no
more."
"Yes, and if it had not been o dark, .we would have
gone into the ravine and routed you out of that."
"Yer couldn't have ketched me. I've got as many holes
as a woodchuck."
"We were not looking for you so much as for Titcomb."
"Waal, I'm ready ter show yer where he is an' give him
up, ther ole skinflint."
"Why are you ' O opposed to him now?"
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Dick suspected that much of the man's anger waa
,only assumed.
"Because he's an' ole skinflint. He's 'greed ter gimme
,ten pounds fur what I done, an' he didn't gime me ten
-shillin', the ole miser."
"Cheated you, eh?"
"Yus, he did, an' kickee. me, too, an' knocked me down.
:See that bruise on my cheek? He gimme that."
"And you want revenge?"
"Yus I do. I know where he's hidin', an' if yer gimme
ten pounds I'll take yer to et."
"This is another spring gun, Hiram," said bick, care1efsly.
The man colored.
"No et ain~, et ain't no trap at all, it's honest."
"I can't trust you."
"I'll do et fur five pounds," said Hiram, eagerly.
"I wouldn't give one, Hiram, not one shilling, nor one
penny, even." 1
"Don't yer want ter get revenge outer him?" asked
Hiram.
"He will be punished, never fear, but I don't trust you
any more than Uriah Titcomb. You are not as gTeat a
scoundrel, but I would not trust you."
"Honest an' true I'll do as I say, Cap'n," protested
the man.
"I don't believe it."
f'Yer kin put er rope eround m' neck, an' cf f don't
lead yer ter ther feller an' give him up, yer can hang
me."
"Oh, you'll be hanged some day, never fear," put in
Bob.
"Even if I thought you were to be trusted, Hiram,"
continued Dick, "I would make no bargain with you."
"What fur? I'll do et fur nuthin'. Ain't that fair?"
"You coul<l not hire us to do it. When we go after this
man we will do it on our own account, and with no help
from anyone, least of all from such a sneaking scoundrel
as you are."
"What yer want ter hound me fur, an' let him go free?
Thet ain't fair."
"We shall not let him go free. He will be punished,
you may be certain."
"Huh! I'll do et myself ef yew don't."
"You are not going back into the Shanawangunks,
Hiram," said Dick. "You will leave this section and
never return to it."
Hiram looked sullen.
"We are going to give you what you richly deserve,
and if--"
"Yew ain't goin' ter hang me, be yer, Cap'n?" gasped
Hiram.
"Ile knows what he deserves," muttered Bob.
"If you come back, you will get worse," continued
Dick.
"What yer goin· tcr do?" asked Hiram, greatly relieved
at finding that he was not to be hanged.
"Cut switche., boys," said Dick.
A. number of the boys went into the woods and cut a
lot of stout birch and hickory switches.
At times the Liberty Boys administered corporal punishment to certain pri oners who fell into their hands.

.
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They found that it had a most salutary effect, for the
men whipped invariably left the neighborhood and did
not return.
The boys soon returned and began trimming their
switches.
"Hanging i too good for you, Hiram," said Dick.
"And shooting would be a waste of good powder and
shot," added Bob.
Hiram had a pistol and a long knife.
These were ta.ken from him.
Then he was placed at the head of a double line oI
the Liberty Boys, about a dozen in all.
He was told to run, but he eemed disinclined to
do so.
Then Bob gave him a sharp cut across the legs with a
switch, and he no longer hesitated.
Through the line he ran, and every boy in it gave him
one sla h, ome being quick enough to give him two.
He ran yelling into the woods, and quickly disappeared.
"That's the best soort av thratement for the loikes av
him," said Patsy.
"Ya, und I bet me he don'd was forget dot in a hurry," .
added Carl. "Dose switches was der be t dings for ome
vellers, I bet me."
"Fellys loike him ought to be kicked to death be
jackasses," declared Patsy.
"Ya, und I lige to doed dot meinselluf," said Carl, emphatically, whereat all the boys laughed.
They heard Hiram go smashing through the woods for
f'omc time, but at last all was again silent.
"He won't come back," said Bob.
"I am vcrv sure of it," echoed ::\fark, Jack and a
dozen others.
During the forenoon Jack and some of the boy went
to ee the two girl$ and told how Jiiram had been served.
Both girls laughed heartily, and ally said:
"I'd like to see Triah Titcomb just the same, for if anyone de erve a good la hing he does."
Titcomb did not appear that night, and the next day
Dick received word that there was to be an expedition
' ent out against the Indians.

CHAPTER XVI.
PUNISIDNG THE REDSKINS.

The Liberty Boys were to go on the expedition.
General SulliYan was in charge.
With him were General James Clinton, brother of the
Governor, and General Hand, with whose famous riflemen the Liberty Boys had fought side by side on more
than one occasion.
Before setting out Dick saw the two girl at the Titcomb hou e.
"If your uncle comes back, as he may, hearing that we
have gone," said Dick, "you roust be very cautious."
"We will," said Sally.
f'Don't sign anything without seeing what it is, nor
anything against your interests."
"We won't, 9aptain, you may be sure."
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was necessary to exercise.
" ome time I hope to be in thi- section again, and I about ready to strike, and so it
caution.
will certainly call.'
On the way a small Indian village was destroyed, and
"Do so," said both girl in the mo t cordial manner.
the followin~ day, the Liberty Boys forming a part
on
on
was
time
short
a
Dick then took hi lea.-e, and in
van, Dick Slater di covered the enemy's works•.
the
of
General
join
to
Boy
Liberty
tlie
of
the mareh at the head
They were about one mile in advance of Conewawa h,
, ullivan.
that only the·
The boys were all most eager to be in active service and were so covered by a bend in the river
the fire of th£to
exposed
were
flank
one
and
front
once more.
assailant .
They wanted to puni h the cruel Brant and his Indians
This flank rested upon a teep hill or ridge running
lesson
a
ior the mns acre at :Minisink, and teach them
nearly parallel with the river.
they would not soon forget.
Farther to the left was another ridge running in the
They had met Brant on former occa ion, and well knew
direction, and pa ing in the rear of the patriot
sam&
his cruelty and craftine:r, and were therefore all the
army.
more reaay to vi it punishmen t upon him.
Detachme nt of the enemy were stationed on both
''If old Titcomb ha so much Joye for the 'e<lucated
having a line of communic ation.
hills,
avage' we may meet him again," aid Bob.
were so dispo ed that they might face upon the
These
"He will be in the right sort of company, if we do,"
as ailants flank and rear, a soon as the action should
retorted }lark.
bc~n.
J oinino ullivan, the gallant lads went rapicJly into the
The Torie. and Indian were further protected by the
Indian country.
pine trees and shrub oak that covered the oround.
Bdore long it was known that the destinatfon of the
Hoping that the patriots micrht not discover their .)on..:
expedition was known to the Indian. , and that four C'aled fortificatio n, they had arrancred it in such a :::"elahun<l.red re~ular., on~ hundred Torie~. and a nurnuer of t.in· position to the road aloncr which the invaders mu t
1ndian · had been sent from )Iontreal to reinforce the p'lS ' that the whole flank of the army would be exposed to
tribes against whom it wa directed.
an enfilading: fire.
linton arrived at the . outh end of Ot ... e 0 o lake in adDick later, ricling a little ahead of the advance, disvance of ulfivan.
c:oYerrcl a part of the enemy·s work_.
Hi troops oon became impatient at the tardine,_,, of
Feeling eertain that there wrrc more than appearedl.,.
!he latter.
Dick di-:rnounted and went nhead eautiouslv.
Clinton then performed a feat which occupied the time
ccping in the wood and avoiding being ·di covered, hennu greatly alarmed the Indians.
a~eertained the extent of the enemy's works and their
Jn com,equence of a Jon~ rlro11ght, the outlet of the lake <lispo,-ition.
wu,-: too mall to float the boat,-,
The di,-eorrry wa,- an important one. llll(l Dick madi)
linton therefore rai,-ed :t dam across the foot 0£ the all ha . te to communic ate it t.o General Sullivan.
lakr b · whic-h the waters would be o accumulat ed that
"That i: Brant',, work,'' ~aid Dick to Bob. "He is an
,1pon i!R removal the outlet would be filled and bear the able man, and it i. a pity that he is o merciles'."
lrna ts npon the flood.
"Yes, hr. is a good trategi t," wa Bob· reply, '·but
alarmed
greatly
he i,- only an educated savage after all, and you can't
'J'he work wa _ done, th<> Indian. being
a
in
caui:-e,
no
apparently
with
make anything else out of him."
hy the filling of the lake,
dry time.
General Hand, with the light infantry, form~d his lintto
dedruction
great
ed
can
about four hundred yards from the breastwork s without
The damming of the lake
finally
Clinton
when
and
margin,
it
waiting for the main body to come up.
on
cornfields
the
,Yith him were the Liberty Boys.
moved down the tream , ith his boats, the Indians were
Being mounted, they were able to move rapidly from
amazed and fled, thinking that the great ,-pirit wa,- displae<' to place. and so could be o.f 0 reat a~ i tance to tbeple,1:,:cd with them.
general.
Tioga.
at
, ullivan and Clinton at la. t formed a junction
lf a ~udden da h were nccc . . ary they were ju t the sort
ihe l:'ntire foree amounting to five thou"and mrn. eonancl
)Iaxwr.11
Hand,
Clinton,
hodv to make it.
of
of
brigades
the
of
;.isting
The ·Indian,- c·ame sallyin~ out 11pon the appearanc e of
Poor, and Proctor' artillery., a corp of riflemen and the
Hand, raLing the warwhoop.
Liberty Boys.
"Attend to tho. e fellowi-, Captain," aid the gener
The moYemen t of° the expedition had been ~o low that
Dick.
to
reto
the Indian and thefr allie, were already prepared
~o sooner ,aid than done.
ceive them.
Liberty Roys!" .houted Dick, waving Tu
"Forward,
the
of
,:ite
the
~ ~ear the village of Conewawa h, upon
with the rc•askimi."
"Down
word.
b
breaRtwor
up
thrown
had
pre~ent city of Elmira, they
death to Brant and hi. red demons-f"
forever.
"Liberty
bold
a
makr
to
determined
and
lernrl:h
in
ha.If a mile
boys as they da<;hed forward.
brave
the
yellecl
fairly
tand again t the invader~.
pistols cracked, and many a
and
rattled
)Iusket
and
The American moYed rautiously up the Tio:ra
du.t.
the
bit
Indian
a
and
,:ick,
either
on
partie,
Chemung, with large flankingHack to the woods retreatecl the red ..
,:lrong adrnnce and rearguard.
'The char<re of the gallant lads wa too much for them.
l)eiachme nts of the enrmy were . aid to lie l1overi11g

r

In a short time they came out again, uttering ,luill
whoops.
'l'he::.e had no terror for the indomitable lad,,.
At the word they once more charged upon the yelling
red ·kins.
Crash-roar.
)lany a red was laid low, and the resolute fellows
rai cd a cheer.
"We can make more noi~e than they, and do more destruction a' well,., muttered Bob.
Again the Indian,; retreated to the worb.
'everal time,; they repeated thei:;e manenver,-, being
driven back each time with con iderable lo:,;:,;.
The hill upon the right fairly swarmed with Indians.
Sullirnn, coming up, ordered Poor to :,weep it with his
brigade.
Herc the Liberty Boy::, abo took a hand.
'fhcy were ready to go to any point they were ordered, and do good ,ervicc.
Poor at once began the ascent of the hill.
With him went the Liberty Boys.
The action became warm immediately.
teadily the brave fellow ad rnnced, the red~ di, puting
their progra~s stubbornly.
For two hour they oppo,;ed the advance of the patriots.
'l'hen they began slowly to fall back.
They darted from tree to iree a they yielded, inch by
inch.
Muskets answered rifle, an<l cheer echoed ,-,wage yell.
The larger part of the plucky Liberty Boys were harpshooters.
Thev also could fire frotn behind rock, and trees, and
every , hot told.
Brant led the Indian!':, Johnson commanded the Tories,
and th<' Bi;tlcrs and Captain )IacDonald, rank fugiti.e·
all, gave him their assistance.
'!'hen the artillery wa,; brought up, and the Indians and
Torieo- were forced to fall back.

II.APTER XVII.
FOLLOWING THE E~EMY.

'fhe cannon roared, echoing the rattle of mui:;ketry, and
the enemy, who had foucrht de perately, were for'-ed to
give way.
Poor gained the summit of the ridge, ontflankjng the
ilnemy.
At this moment Brant himself perceived Dick Slater.
'Ihe two had met befor<', and Brant was eager for
Dick's life.
He at once leaped toward the brave young patriot,
brandishing a tomahawk.
Dick was out of the saddle in an in, tant.
It had long been hi- ambition to capture Brant.
With a -weep of his word he leaped forward and
dm,hed the tomahawk from Brant',; hand.
The chic.£ drew a knife from his belt and ru, hed at
Dick.
Another Indi,m prang at Dick.

lrith a blow of hi· 6 t Dick :;ent the man reeling.
Snatchino- the knife from his hand he sheathed hb
o-word and faced llrant.
"Now ,re arc e,en," he aid.
B'rant smiled cruelly.
The two kni\'e:,; eemed like twin fla'hes of liahtnina
a·
0
they played back and forth.
Dick later was an expert with either sword or knife.
Brant knew that he had met hi- match for once.
Dick preferred to capture the man, having an aversion
to taking hi, life. eYen in defense of hi own.
The patriob were pre~~ing forward on all side.;.
The day wa lo:st for the lndi,m', and llrant ~aw it.
He raised the c-rv for defeat and fled.
He had nol kill~d Dic:k ~later, nor had Dick captured
him.
Indians and Tories in great numbers abandon<'d the
works a the c:all was sounded.
Aero~' the river they fl d, hotly pur:sued by the victorious patriots, and the battle of Chemung was ended.
There were fifteen hundred Indians and Torie in the
action, and their lo~t> wa eon 'iderablc.
'ullivan had bet\\·ccn four and fhe thou ·and men, but
by far the crreater pad of the 'e were not brought into the
action.
The patriots r<':;ted for the night upon the battlefield.
The Liberty Boys made their camp and proceeded to
take a needed rest.
"Did you :sec Titcomb with the Tories, Bob?" a ked
Dick.
Th<'y wc•re eating their suppers at the time.
"Xo, but I thought I ~aw Hiram."
"Hirarn'o- ~tory o_f wantino- to be reven 11 cd upon Titcomb was ~imply a ru:sc to get you into the fellcw',,
grasp."
,.,,
"Of course."
",.\nd Hiram probably told Titcomb or his failure and
they both 'll·ent off to join Johnson and the h"'utlers."
"Good company for them," with a laugh.
"You were quite right about Reeing Hiram, Bob," . aid
~fark. "for I saw him my. elf. and know I could not be
mistaken."
f'That neaking Tory whom we whipped out of our
camp," laughed Jack, coo1ing up.
"Ye., I wa snying that I ,-,1w him in to-day's fight."
" o did I, anu his ra,cally employer, Uriah 'l'ifoomb,
a well.''
"You did. ,Jack?" n~ked Dic·k.
"Ye.. It wa~ one time while I was carrying despatchefor General Poor."
"You saw him. then?"
"Ye;;. he iR a captain under John on. I nearly ran
into a lot of the Hoyal Greens, and he wa · with them.''
"Well, hr i~ whC'rC' h<' always wanted to be," aid Dick.
"And doing mi,;chief, a:.- u::ual," aid Bob hortly.
".\s long as he is here he cannot harm the girl,;," said
Dick.
"X o, but he clc--en·C's hanging for all that."
"I don·t think he i, to be trusted anvwhere." declared
?\fork. ",md T believe he would bet~·ay ,Johnson and
Brant i£ he thought it wa. to hi~ advantage."
"X o doubt," :,;hortly. from Dick.
~
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A few minute::- later Pat:a,y came running to Carl, in I pound,; of fine honey, much of which the boy:, carried ofI
7
great excitement.
after protectin!r thrm~ehes ,igainst the bees..
"Do yez loike honey, Cooky piller?" he a. kPcl.
In the morning the march was resumed.
"Dot honey whui do;.,e bee" mage, you meanec1 ?"' reJt was 'ullivan' de«ire to ii-iflict a much puni:;hment
turned Carl.
ati possible upon the Indian!':.
"Yi!>, that•~ the koind."
They pu,-hed on toward Cathavinef'town, an Indian set"All righd; you got clot honey und I eated it," said tlement northwest from onewawah, about three miles
Carl, quietly.
from the head 0£ Seneca lake.
"Go'n wid yez. .\v ye~ ate anny av it, yez'll help get
The march was a diflicult and dangerous one.
it."
'l'hc route Jay thro11gh narrow defile,- and a deep valley
''You don'd wa'l a,-k me to hellup you," !'-puttered Carl. traver,ed by a 5fream.
":~iver moind talkin' about it, but ('Orne on an' fetch
This was so winding that thry had to ford it several
the laddher an' we·ll ~o afther it. Get a tor(;h an' an Lim<1", oft<:>n "ai1-t high in water. ·
axe an' ~ome rope an' a bashket an' a bucket an'
.\t night they hi\Ouack<>d in a dark antl tan,ided cedar
i:;orne---''
swamp in continual fear of an c•nemy in ambu1--h.
"It's little Oi can give ycz for supper, the night, Cap"ITold owid !
htop a lidcllc. How yon was oxpect I
tain dear," -iaid Pat:-,y.
wa" brou"ht all doc:e t'ing"? I don 'd wa" n cart.''
''.'ure Oi'll briu~ ~omc av thim me~elf thin, but yez'll
"Xever mind," ;:aid Dick. "If yon ran get anything,
haYc to get the laddher."
be careful not to fire a i,;hot, as it might bring the enem7
Carl !!;Ot a , hort ladder, an axe and a pine torch and down upon us."
followed Pat y.
''Sure Oi'd niYer do that, an' it's something to ate Oi'll
When they reached the tree oubidc the camp Carl ~et get ycz av Oi have to htrangle a bear wid me two
up the ladder.
hand'."
It was foo hort and promptly fell ovrr on Pat,-y. c,rns"Dey wa big enough, I bet me," chuckled Carl.
ing him to it down with hi· head betwren two of the
"Go'n wid yez, Dootchy, or Oi may take me two hands
rungs.
to ye an' ye'll not be able to i,;et down for a week widout
"Phwat are yez <loin' on, Cook_y:-piller ?'' be roared. htandin' up."
"Sure Oi'rn not the three!"
Patsy, Carl, .Jim Bennett, Lishe Green, Jim Turner
'· :fo, ir; you was ein shturnp," laughed Carl.
and two or three more set out through the swamp to find
"Go 'n wi<l yez; it's a good hoight Oi am. Come on an' omething.
taJ«, the Jaddher off av me."
They came upon a \,ear at twilight.
Carl got the ladder off and the two comical Liberty
They ruRhed upon him with clubbed muskets.
Boy set it up again t the tree.
\.Thile the rest of them attacked him with their mus"Where dot honeycomb was, Bo.fay?" a, ked Carl.
ket~, Patsy ran in with a long knife and gave him a,
"Don't yez see it up there in the three, hangin' to a death blow.
•
limb beyant ?" asked Pa Ly, pointing with hi,; torch.
Digging a hole in the deepest part of the swamp, h~
He knocked off Carl's hat and ingec1 his hair in doing b11ilt a fire, taking care to keep it shielded from ~ight.
so.
Then, having secured a good bed of coal~ before dark,.
"Rold owid ! What you wa doed?
tood more furder he cooked the bear upon them, and the boys had a hot
away as dot!" Carl yelled.
.upper..
"Don't yez see it?"
The enemy might have rallied upon the hille aloni:r the
"Ya. I Eaw sornedings."
perilou route and have descended upon the patriot· had
"Thin cloimb up an' git it."
they known.
"Got do,e dings whiit was hung from dose limb down?"
Brant himself said later that they did not think that
"YL; it' a bee's ne ht."
ullivan "ould begin hi march so soon, and over so bad a
Carl lau"hed.
road.
"Dot was a wassip'" net; dot wa where dose yeller
The Jndian~, .too, were so tcrrifird bv the roar of the
i,.hackct wa" lived. Do you want dot I should got cannon, and so disheartened' l,y the re~ult of the battle,
stinged ?"
mon'o\·rr, that they could hardly be induced to attempt
""ure thim' bee I saw comin' out, Oi tell yez .. ,
another at such hort notice.
Ju;.t then Ben came along.
There were no campfires lighted, and many of tae men
"What';;: the trouble with you fellows?'' he a~ked.
slept without blauket-.
" ·ure Oi want Dootrhy to go up an' get the honey from
The Liberty Boys kept together, but did not laugh or
the bees beyant an' he won't."
talk as they often did at night.
"I don't blam Jiim," laughed Ben. "The hornet!'
"We are . till fighting death in the dark," observed
would sting him and the honey i,-n't much good, anyhow. Dick, "and we must be cautions. There are invisible
foes •
and there' only a little of it."
all around us who would, woop down upon us in a moment
Then Ben bep-an looking nbout.
if they but knew we werr herr. ''
"It's a honev tree,'' he laughed ; "but you looked too
In the morning thr march was resumed.
high. The bear-i ha,·e bern around. I see their track ."
At length they reached Cathavinei;;town and encamped
Ben took the axe and <'Ut into the trPe.
beforp it.
It wa hollow, and within the trunk were pounds upon
The people had fled in terror, and the next day the
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Thev were both dead before they reached the bottom.
They had bumped from one l~dge to another, and
.destroyed.
over more than once.
rolled
the
feel
'Sullivan was determined to make the Indian,,
found at the bottom both of them lay dead with
When
practiced
cruelties
the
over
people
indignant
an
wrath of
broken necks and bones.
by them, and he did.
The Tory, evidently fearing vengeance at the hands of
The destruction of their means of support was the
Sla tcr and the Liberty Boys, had fled only to meet
Dick
it
surest means of doing this, and Sullivan employed
death.
his
mercilessly.
After his death his paper,; were examined.
Sullivan continued his work of destruction till forty
'l'hen it was found th.i.t he had wanted He ter to sign
villages had been destroyed, many of them containing
away right in the property, which were greater than his
framed houses and having orchards of great value.
own.
all
him
with
continue
not
did
The Liberty Boys
He had se,eral times tried to get her to do so, but
through his march, but returned to 11Iinisink, having
without succe·s.
orders to go ~outh.
ally had threatened to make known °his part in the
The headquarters of the Tories at Xiagara were not
on 11inisink to the patriots if he persi ted.
attack
broken up,-the chic£ punishment being gi,en to the Input asirle large sums of money, however, which
had
He
tera
dians, who suffered greatly, Sullivan', name being
<lid not rightly belong to hin1, in the hope that it would
ror to them for years.
never be oiscovered.
His death brought all this to light.
CHAPTER XYIII.
Hester owned the greater part of the c tate, and would
CONCLl"SIO~.
own it all.
now
destruction
of
work
While Sullivan was continuing his
would not forget ally, however.
he
the
for
out
set
BoyLiberty
the
against the Indians,
may stay here as long a you live, Sally," Hester
"You
region east of the Chemung.
if you get married--"
"but
aid,
One night they encamped in a wood some miles from
"How do you know I am going to?" asked Sally, with
their old camp in the mountains.
a laugh and a blush.
Ben Spurlock, on guard, heard footsteps approaching.
"\'(ell, I don't think you are a coquette, and there is
"'Wbo goes there?" he demanded.
of the Libertv Bov:a--"
one
"Huh! I didn't know there was no camp here," drawled
"Who iq very fon<l ~f you," with a peal of laughter to
.Gomeone. "When did ye come?"
cover a very ro7 blush.
"So yotl've left the Tories, have you, Hiram?" asked
"Oh, I meant the other one," said Hester with a blush.
Ben, who recognized the man at once.
"Yes, but he has not asked me-yet," with a pause, a
"My sakes, I don't want nothin' to do with you folks," laugh, and more blushe .
muttered the man, and at once he beat a hasty retreat.
"Then you expect that he will, just as I do?"
Hiram did not come again to the camp, and it was
'l'he Libei<ty Boy did ask, and did not wait till the war
some time beforE>. the boys heard of him again.
wa8 over, either.
Then, many miles distant. they heard that he had
There was another Liberty Boy who put a similar quesbeen hanged for horse stealing.
tion to Hester, and received the same an wer.
Meantime the boys continued on their way.
What this an wer was may be inferred from the fact
They arrived at their old camp late one afte{Iloon, and that not very long after the conclusion of the war, the
at once set about making themselves comfortable.
two Liberty Boys came back to the village, and in due
"I think I'll takd a run up to the Titcomb house to see time there wa' a fine double weddino- at the big house
how the girls are," said Dick.
to which all the Liberty Boys who did not live too fa1·
Dick took M:ark, .Jack and the two Han·5·s with him, away were invited.
and one or two other boys who he knew were greatly
Dick, Bob, Mark, Jack, Ben, the two Harrys, and
~
taken with the girl .
others were present, and the occasion was one long to be
They were nearly in sight of the house when, at a turn remembered.
in the road they came upon a familiar figure.
THE END.
It was Uriah Titcomb on horseback. ·
Read "THE LIBERTY BOY, A~ THE HK'illAt sight of the boys he suddenly wheeled his horse and
LK ',' SCOU'l'; or. SHADOWED BY AN UNdashed off up the road.
In an instant he was out of sight.
KROWN," which will he the next number (401) of
Suddenly they heard a crash, a startled cry from the ·'The Liberty Boys of '76."
man, and an almost human echo of it from the horse.
"Forward!'' cried Dick. "'Something has hap11ened."
SPECIAL NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekly,
The boys at once urged their horses, led by Dick.
A little around the bend in the road they saw what had except the following, are in print: 1 to 20, 25, 27 to 29,
32, 3-!, 45, 76, 83, Jl6. If you cannot obtain the ones you
taken place.
want from any newsdealer, send the price in money or
the
into
ridden
had
sweep,
The Tory, taking too wide a
postage stamps by mail, to FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
road.
the
of
side
outer
the
on
fence
The fence had given way, and horse and rider had 24 Uunion Square, New York City, and you will receive
the copies you order, by return mail.
plunged a hundred ieet or more down the steep bank.
village .and the surrounding orchards and corn fields were
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FROM EVERYWHERE.

Hewitt-I have been pinched for money lately. JewettWell, women have di!lerent ways of getting it. My wife kissee
me when she wants any.
Ma-Do you think the baby will like these new blocks I've
got for him? Pa-He will, if we pretend that they aren't
meant for him to play with.
I

"Hylite's paintings sell very well, don't they?" asked CrftMongoose, which were introduced into Grenada by the planters to destroy the cane rats which attacked the sugar cane, tick. "No, I wouldn't say that," replied D'Aube, jealously. "I
have tecome a plague. They have exterminated the rats, but should say he sells his paintings very well."
they have also almost exterminated the fo)VlS on the island,
"I understand young Skeesicks displays considerable artistic
and have attacked sheep. On several occasions they have enability when it comes to drawing." "Yes. And there's one
tered the laborers' houses and bitten children.
thing he excels in." And that?" "Drawing a cork."
Point Barrow, Alaska, is Uncle Sam's farthest point north.
"He's a wonderful actor." "Think so?" "Yes. Notice how
A letter from Indianapolis to Point Barrow goes first by train
to Seattle, 2,500 miles, then by ocean steamer to Valdez, 1,600 passionately he makes love to the leading lady ln the last a.ctr
miles further north and west; then by dog sleds, over ice and "Yep." "Well, she's his wife."
snow, 2,700 miles more to the north and west. The letter
Customer-Yes, no doubt your coffee is unsurpassable, as you
travels in one direction 6,800 miles, all the distance in Amerisay, but just now I only want cheese. You carry cheese?
can terrltorY.,
Grocer-Cheese, sir; our cheese is absolutely unapproachable.
"One of the most interesting collections of autographs is Customer--Eh! Oh, then, you have only the Limburger.
owned by a man who cultivated the art of kicking in. order to
What is the difference between (1) :1.fardener, (2) a billiard
secure them," said an. autograph expert. "Every signature in
the collection was appended to a letter written by some promi- ) layer, (3) a gentleman, and (4) a sexton? Answer-The
nent person in reply to a complaint made by the indefatigable first minds his peas; the second minds his cues; the third
kicker. He complained about everything under the sun, to minds his p's and q's, and the fourth minds his keys and pews.
railroad presidents about delays on the road, to public officials about abuses in their system of managing public interests.
"W1llle, did you put your nickel in the contribution box in
to literary men and artists about shortcomings in their work. Sunday school to-day?" "No, mamma; I ast Eddy Lake, the
to actors and singers about some defects in a favorite role, preacher's son, if I couldn't keep it an' spend it for candy, an'
and always his complaints were vouched in such virile lan- he gave me permission."
g,,age as to win cor,sideration and a reply, not from some sec•
retary, but from the celebrity whose autograph he coveted."
He-So your father thought I wanted to marry you for your
money. What did you say? She-I persuaded him that yoo
The superhuman activity of the Kaiser is well known. He didn't, and then he said if that was the case you didn't have
looks after the music, the painting, the literature and the any sense.
morals of <:ermany; but that is only his diversion, for above
all that he is the German Emperor. As Kaiser, his work falls
When a French chauffeur brought an impor ted machine to
under three heads: foreign affairs, home affairs, and the army the repair shop one of the mechanics became interested in the
and navy. He never signs any dispatch without reading it, ingenious speed indicator which records the distance covered
and generally blue-pencils his remarks on the margin. In this in the metric system. "It's surely fine," remarked the man.
way many a state paper has been· rendered useless, and it is "but it would take a Frenchman to read it." "Do you zink,N
calculated that since the beginning of his reign lae has signed exclaimed the chauffeur, "zat zeez ma.sheen eez run by an
at least 31,000 documents. He also has a great number or Irishman?"
verbal reports made to him, and it is probably this overwork
that renders him so nervous on occas!ous, and leads him to
A college professor, in company with· his son, was enjoyine
speak out things he had better have confined to bis thoughts a walk in the country, when he met an old farmer. It bad
or to his confidential correspondence.
been a very wet season, and the professor, thinking to start
the conversation in a way that would prove interesting to the
The practicability of the method now being employed ex- farmer, remarked: "There has been a rather abnormal pretensively in the sponge industry in procuring this product, says cipitation of late." The farmer seemed somewhat embarrassed,
the Tarpon Springs (Fla.) News, is no longer in doubt, and a and the professor's son, who used a different vernacular, though
large percentage of the Tarpon Springs vessels are changing he was a student in the college to which his father was atfrom the old 1nethod of hooking to the new one of diving, tached, attempted to straighten out the matter. Drawing the
and iti order to successfully accomplish desired results with farmer to one side, he said in a superior way: "The governor
the diving method it was thought necessary to employ Greeks, means that we've been having a bell of a lot of rain."
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Carnes' residence was elegan tly fu - nished, and it was always
a wonder to me where all the money he s pent came from.
He received large sum from an unknown person-that Is ,
By ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG.
from a person unknown to me. The money always came by
Annette Croix is a French-Canad ian by birth, and by profes- expres:!.
That night Ralph :Moore returned. Father Carnes informed
sion a female detective.
that the gentleman, who was au old friend. would be his
me
well-known
a
with
connected
was
l~or a number of years she
·
detective firm in Chicago, but she has since happily married, guest for the night.
by the window
couch
a
on
reclining
was
r
as
evening,
Thal
and is a model wife and mother.
been smottWhen I knew her first we worked together on the mysterious that opened on the veranda, Ralph ~loore, who had
cigar
window,
the
to
came
without,
fm,ter-father
my
with
ing
ago.
years
etght
some
St. Paul bank robbery, which occuned
As the world knows, we captured the robbers, Banks and I iu hand, and leaning OYer me, said:
'·Girl, your fate i!, in my hands; trust me, and your life-long
Braksley, at the end of four months, in Denver, Colorado, and
is insured."
happiness
long
a
serving
Joliet,"
de
"Hotel
the
at
guests
they are now
At the ame moment I saw the dark face of a woman peersentence.
It was 'l\•hile we were associates in this case, and had become iug in at the door.
lnstantly ;;he vanh-hed.
well acquainted, that Annette Croix told me the story of her
sprang up in affright, and ran to the door, but saw no one.
I
sketch:
this
or
substance
the
life, which forms
The woman was an entire stranger to me. I returned .
At seventeen years of age I was living with an old couple
Ralph Moore'l:i words had awakened a deep in tere::,t in my
Canada.
Quebec,
of
Proyince
thll
In a small hamlet in
Of my parentage I wa:; in ignorance; I only knew from qlcl mind.
'·What do you mean, sir?'' I asked.
Gregg Carnes and his wife that a strolling gypsy band had
''This; I know your parents. I have been commissioned Lo
left me a help le ·:. infant at their door.
find you, and If you will come with me 1'11 take you back to
Thus Annette Croix began her story.
She is in
I knew I was not a Romany child, for I had not the appear- your mother, from whom you were stolen in infancy.
Quebec."
ance of that nomadic race.
Before I could answer Carnes came .in .
The Carnes were a strange couple, morose and retiring, and
•· He spea.l·s the truth; and much as it will pain us to lose
I lived a lonely life )Vith them.
you must go with Mr. Moore. Your parent have the right
you,
They were not positively unKind, neither were they wont to
to claim you,'' my foster-father said.
exhibit much affection for me.
But I remembered his muttered words: "Now he will have
Gregg Carnes had a hunted look in his face, and I often wonboth him aud
dered if some dark secret had not cast a depressing shadow Lhe game In his own hands," and l di trusted
Moore. Yet I longed to see my mother.
over his life.
"Was he decehlng me?·•
One night I wa returning home through a groYe, when a
This que:;lion I a:;ked my:se!C, but I could not understand
dark and handsome, but rather sinister-looki ng, man met me. why-what motive he could have for doing so.
He was a stranger. This I knew at a glance, for strangers
Still, the distrust with which the stranger had inspired me
rarely came to that secluded place. We came face to face on remained. 1 could not rid myself of it. I had llttle failh in
,
the narrow path.
him. The premonition of evil that had come upon me at the
.
sight of him was growing stronger. What could I do? •
.first
He
halt..
sudden
a
to
came
stranger
the
me
of
At the _sight
I refuse to return to my parents my conduct would
Should
,
started v10lenlly. It seemed to me he had made a recogmtion.
•
It was about to ~ass him. A strange fear, an un~eflned yet - ~eem heartle:;::i and unnatural.
,
tall
d
t
b
a
j
stranger
The
me.
upon
came
powerful premonition of evil
1 e a e men
J.
stopped me.
"Arrangemen t.; have been made, and to-morrow we w111 start
pleasant home
.. One moment, miss., Excuse my seeming rudeness, but will for Quebec. Oh, how happy you ,;hould be; a
you as one rewelcome
will
mother
poor
your
and
you,
awaits
you tell me your name?'' he said.
joy of seethe
of
her
deprive
not
Do
grave.
the
from
turned
replied.
I
Carnes,"
.. Annette
for long
prayed
and
hoped
has
she
which
for
joy
you-a
ing
.. Ah, I thought so. I am on my way to the house of Gregg
years, .. aid Moore.
Carnes. Will you show me the route?"
"Certainly, as I am on my way home."
I was moved.
The mother I had seen 111 my dream, but who, e love [ h1;.d
We walked onward. The stranger asked me many questions.
I answered as best I could.
never known, should not be disappointed. Then aud the re my
resolution wai; taken. Come what might, I would go.
Finally we reached the place I called home.
"I will trust you. I will go wilh you to my mother, .. I said.
Gregg Carnes and his wife sat on the porch.
A:i Pxultant look came to the face of l\Ioore and my fostersaid,
I
"A gentleman who wishes to see you, father Carnes,"
;
father, but did not at the time comprehend the meaning or
and passed Into the house.
The stranger followed me with his eyes, and I heard him that look. An hour later I was alone.
The door openPd, and a,;i old farmhand, called old Rube, who
mutter:
had lived with Carne · ever since l could remember, and who
"It is she! It is she!"
was devotedly attached to me, came In.
the
My heart thrilled, and it occurred to me that perhaps
"1· hear you are going away with the stranger, and that he
stranger.
the
to
known
mystery of my life was
has promised to take you to your mother. But the man has :I
I meant to learn more. I crept back to the door.
something
The stranger and my foster-father and mo ther were in earn- bad face. lf he should prove to be a villain, here is
est consultation, but I could not hear what they said, only I that may serve to protect you," he said.
As he spoke he slipped a pistol Into my hand.
heard Carnes call the stranger Ralph Moore.
"Conceal it. Let no one know you have it," added old Rube.
Presently the stranger turned away
Then he hurried away, and I concealed the weapon on my
muttered
now,"
"He'll have t_h e game in his own hands
person as Carnes came in.
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I started at his sudden appearance, and the pbtol fell from
my pocket.
He picked it up and examined it, saying:
·· Why, the weapon is unloaded; you must let me load it for
you," he said. He pulled out a box, and tuining from me, took
out of the box some cartridges.
"There," he said, returning the weapon; "it is all right now.
But why do you carr'y it?"
"Rube h; tea<:hing me how lo shoot," I said, carelessly placing the pistol on the table.
He smiled and left the room, whereupon I promptly secured
and concealed the pistol again.
Next evening Ralph and I took the train for Quebec. Soon
we whirled away.
Just before the lights were ignited Moore left our coach, and
returned accompanied by a woman.
I started at sight of her, for she was the woman who had
peered in at me when, at Carnes house, Ralph Moore told me
my fate was in his hands.
•· r will leave you in charge of the lady for a moment or two.
She Is my ~I ter," said Moore.
The lady seated herself beside me, and we conversed.
Moore went out. After an hour ruy companion dozed.
[ was almost sure now that I was the victim of a plot.
.. [ aro~e and stole from the car. I meant to consult the
conductor, who looked like an honest man. Reaching the next
car, I came to a sudden pause. Seated there, with his back toward me, was Ralph Moore, aud he was talking earnestly w!Lh
four villainous-looking men.
I stole up anu listened.
•· I have the girl. She was left at my father's house by a
band of gypsies years ago. Once we get her lo Quebec, r force
her to become my wife, and then take her to New York, and
pre:,ent her to her mother, who is a very wealthy widow. The
giri wlll inherit a fortune, and l a· her husband will share it,
or they'll pay me well to buy me off'.. Luckily, we learned
about the girl's parent and fortune from the letters and photograph we found on the detective we captured," I heard Moore
say,
As he spoke he drew out a photograph of a lady or middle
age. The picture bore a most !:Striking resemblance to myself.
I could not doubt the lady was my mother.
"By this photograph I recognized the girl. The moment I
saw It I said to myself, 'That's the waif father picked up.'
You know I have visited father In dlsguLe, and seen the girl
many tlme:s," Moore went on.
I glided back to the car I had left. I dared not pass Moore
to seek the conductor. I knew he would sui;.pect my purpose.
I thought of leaping from the train, but the danger frightened
me. I regained my seat beside the woman and pretended to
sleep. I determined to ask the protection of the conductor as
soon as he came along. Presently the train began to slow up.
Moore came, and whispered to the woman:
'•Give her the chloroform. We must take her from the train
here, and drive to Quebec," he said.
The woman drew a sponge from her satchel, and a bottle
also I sprang up with a scream.
"Sa\·e me!'' I tried, glancing at the passengers. "Thi:. man
and woman are abducting me!"
'· She b insane! We are taking her to an asylum,'' said
Moore, ad vanclng.
I drew my revolver.
"Stand back, or I fire!" I cried.
He only laughed, and continued to approach.
I pulled the trig~er, but the weapon did not go otI, and I
knew too late that Cai'nes had unloaded it In tead of loading ii.
"Will no one . ave me?" I cried.
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"Yes," cried a voice, and a tall, powerful man sprang forward
with a revolver in his hand.
He leveled It at Moore.
"Jack Carnes, throw up your bands," be cried.
At the same moment the four men from the other car, wl1om
I had seen my enemy conversing with, rushed in and leaped at
my defender.
"More of the gang, eh?" he cried, and then he uttered a shrill
whistle, and a dozen men from different parts of the car
sprang up and fell upon Moore's friends.
A short struggle followed, and Moore and his companion
were overcome.
I saw their captors handcuff them, and also the woman. I
was amazed and almost dead with fright.
"I will explain all to you, miss, In a few moments; but first
tell me of yourself. \Cou svrlklngly resemble a girl whom I
have just found, who was stolen from her parents years ago,"
said my preserver.
I told him all.
"I comprehend the case. Jack Carnes-that is the real name
of the fellow wh<> calls himself Moore-is a professional circu;
lator of counterfeit money, and so are the scoundrels of his
whom we have captured. I have been on his track for a
long time, and a few days ago I was captured by his band and
confined in a lonely house just outside of Quebec. I ha.d been
previously engaged to look for the stolen daughter or a New
York lady of wealth, to whose hiding-place I had found a clew.
I had the picture or the stolen girl's mother In my pocket to
help me identify her, and also letters relating to that case
when I was caplured. Jack Carnes availed himself of them.
He had seen you, and your striking resemblance to the !)holograph o[ the lost girl's mother deceived him. Gregg Carnes is
his Cather, though his hopeful son never vlsi!ed him save in
disguise. The old man manufactures the counterfeit mone:;
that Jack and hi~ gang pass In the United States. Jack remits
him his share of the good money thus gained, and that Is the
secret of his luxurious way of living. Jack has been living in
New York as a high-toned gentleman, while he was really '\
criminal; bul I have at last solved 'the mystery of his doubh
life,' though It has required many months to do so. When I
started to hunt 11p the lost heiress whom you so much resemble, I consulted a clairvoyant, and to 'the clairvoyant clew' I
am Indebted Lo my success in finding her. The clairvoyant
also, while in a trance, told me to be In Canada on this night,
and on this train, and that I would accomplish a great work.
In this case the clairvoyant told the truth, though I regard
them as humbugs, taken as a class, for have I not accomplished a great work in capturing the gang of Jack Carnes? I made
my escape from the prison where the band had confined me
just In time, it seems. The men who aided me are my assist•
ants, and I am Jerome Waters, the detective."
Thus explained my friend. He further said that r could not
be the lost girl whom he had already found and fully Identified, because she had lost the middle finger of the left hand
when an infant.
Of course, I could not return to the Carnes, and Waters offered me a home.
His wife became to me a second mother, and although who I
really am has never been discovered, my ltfe has been a happy
once since I left Carnes, and I have been able to assist my
benefactor by becoming a female detective.
This was Annette Croix's story. She had taken the name of
Croix after leaving the Carnes.
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MESMERISM.

No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap·
troved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
llileases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
B u&o Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
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TC?· 72. BOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Embracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks with il'
lustrations. By A. Anderson.
Xo .. i_7. HOW TO DO 1''ORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.Conta1n1ni; deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Ifully illustrated.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PA'1:,MISTRY.-Containing the most apNo. ?· HOW W DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
t roved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tncks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps oo. the bead. By of the d~y. also ~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
oui: lea1mg magicians ; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
as 1t Will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No: 22. HO~V TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and in- expla10ed b)'. his forme-r assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining bow
111:ructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the irecret dialogues were carried on between the magician· and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
lading hypnotists of the world. By Leo B11go Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A ::\IAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
assort~ent ?f magical illusions ever placed before the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-Tbe most complete gran!lest
Also tricks with cards. 10cantations, etc.
public.
, unting and fishing guide e~r published. It contains full inNo. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TlUCKS.-Containing over
lltructions about gi1ns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing, one
hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicahl,
~ tber with descriptions of game and fish.
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully ByNo.
HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
lllu,trated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat. ~fty of6~.
the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containr ull instructions are given in this little book, together with in- mg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. B~ A. Anderson.
atructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
HOW fO MA;KE MAGIC TOYS.-COntaining full
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No._ 70. for
making Magic Toys and device::1 of many kinds By
!"- complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful honies directions
·
A. Andt>rson. ~'ully illusti-ated.
for business, the best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes for
No. 73 •. HOW_ TO I?O TRICKS WITH XUMBERS.-Showing
• i•eases pecoliar to the hOi"Se.
curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers By A.
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL OANOES.-A handy many
·
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
,book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
7_5. IIO\y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containina:
_No.
IIIld. the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated. tricks with
Dom1nos, Dice, C11ps and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. !JqW 'l'O DO THE _BLACK ART.-Containing a com •
FORTUNE TELLING.
1
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S OR.A.CULUM AND DREAM: BOOK.- plete descr1_Ption of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
ll)ontaining the great oracle of human destiny ; also the tn:ie mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson..
his of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious_ games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
lrom the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book shoul~ ~now how inventions oriiPnated. This book explains them
fives thi, explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky all, g1v1~g example~ in electricity, bydrauJics, eagnetism, optics,
lln d unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's OraculUID." the book of fate.
pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructh-e book published.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of . No. 5~. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Contai~ing full
bowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or 10struct1ons
bow to proceed in order to become a locomotive enllljeery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little gmeer; also directions for building a model locomotive· together
liook. Buy one.and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full description of e'l'l?rythlllg an engineer shouldtknow.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO 'fELL FORTUNES BY THE HA..~D.- directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, ..iEplian HarP, Xyl<>Clontaining rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the band, pbone and other musical instruments; together with a brief deer the secret·of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
l>y aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald
'
for twenty years bandmaster of tbe Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. ~9._HO,W TO MAKE A .MAG~C ~AN'.l'ERN.-Containing
No. 6. HOW T O BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full ininvention.
and
hlstory
its
with
tog!!ther
lantern,
the
of
description
a
111:ruction foi:; the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel oars,
lborizontal bars and various other methods_, of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
•ealthy muscle; containing over sixty i-llustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. HOW 'l'O DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containinc
become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over .sixty Mechanical TrickL
In this little book.
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
By
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easv.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows;aild the ditferLETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most com•
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
full directions for writing love-letters,
containing
book,
little
plete
:without an instructor.
when' to use them, giving specimen letters fot · young and old.
No. 25. HOW TO BECO::lfE A GYM~AST.-Containing full and
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIElS.-Giving
l netructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. complete
instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjecbi;
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. also letters
of introduction. notes and requests.
A bandy and useful book.
TO WRITE LETTERS TO GE~TLEMEN.24.
No.
No. 34. HOW TO FE~CE.-Containlng full instruction for Containing HOW
full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
ftncing and the use of the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. also giving sample
letters for- instruction.
l)escribed with twenty•<me practical illustrations, giving the best
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful little
1G1itions in fencing. A complete book.
book. telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your ·rather,
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyTRICKS WITH CARDS.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contairung body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
txplanations of the general principles of s leight-of-band applicable lady in the land should have this book.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Con•
to card tricks; of card trickl! with ocdinary cards, and not requiring
1leight-of-band ; of tricks involvl'ng sleight-of-band, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctua tion. and composition, with specimen lettera.
ll)teially prep ared cards. By Professor Ha1Ener. Illustrated.

THE STAGE .

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
m?st famous en~ men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful httle book.
No. 42. TllE BOYS OF NEW YORK STU)IP SPEAKER Containing a)varied asso,rt~ent of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. A so e.nd mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse•
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK Me-1STREL GUIDE
AND JOKl!J BqOK.-;--Something new a:nd very instructive. Every
boy.should obtam this ~ok, as 1t contams full instructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. l\IULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the ~ay. Ever;Y boy _who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtam a copy 1mmed1ately.
No .. 79. H<;>W TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing complete 1nstruct1ons how to make uf for variou characters on the
e,tage_; tog~ther with the duties o the Stage )fanager, Prompter,
1$cemc Art1st_and Property ~Ian. By a prominent Stage Manager.
No. 80. Gt;S WILLIA)IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular Uer~~n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover conta1mng a half-tone photo of the author.

No: 31. HQW T O _BECO:\fE A SPEAKER.- Cont aining foul"
teen 1llustrahons, giving t he diffe ren t positions requisite to beco111t
a good speaker, reader a nd elocutioni st. Also containing gems fro111
a)l the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, a rra nged in the mo.I
s1mpl!! and concise manner possible.
N o. 49. ~OW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting d.,
bates, outlines for_ deJ:>ates, qu_estions for discussion, and the bed
sources for procuri ng mformat1on on the questions given.
1

SOCIETY.

No. 3. ~OW TO FLI RT.-The arts a nd wiles of flirta tion al11
fully Pxpl41~ed by this litt:.? book. Besides the various methods of
h9cLdkerchief,_ fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con~arns a _full hst of the languaii::e and sentiment of flowers, whfob I•
m_tereatmg to everybody, both old and young. You ca nnot be haPP!
without one.
. ~o. 4. H_OW .'1'0 DANCE is the title of a new and handsoml
l~tt,e _book Just 1~sued ?Y ]!'rank Tousey. I t contains full instr u~
t1ons m the art of danrmg, etiquette in the ba II-room and a.t partiea,
how to dress, and fuJ.1 directions for calling off in all popu lar squai=.
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to l~v..
courtFhip und ma:riage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquetw
to be observed, \\1th many curious anti interesting things not gen•
erally known.
:Ko. li. ~OW TO DR~SS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of dressmit and appearmg well at home and abroad giving the
selel'tions of colors, material. and how to have them made up.
j':\o. 1 . HOW 'I'O BEC9~IE BEA 'TI FUL.-:;:-One of tbt
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and. most
little books t>ver given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDO\V GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes tovaluable
how to become beautiful, both male and
full instructions fot· constructing a window garden either in town female. '.rhe secret isknow
simple,
and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be oonvinced bow to become
beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS
AND
ANIMALS.
Xo. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. IIOW TO KEEP BIRD .-Handsomely illustrated anl
,:in cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing
full instruction~ for the management and training of t!M
fish, game. and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and nil kinds of canary. mockmgl>ird,
bobolink. blackbird, P.aroquet, parrot, etc.
s,astry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No.
39.
HOW
TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
,:ooks.
RABBITS.-A
useful
and instructive book. Handsomely illu..
~o. 37. HOW 'l'O KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to trated.
No.
40.
HOW
l\IAKE AND SET T R APS.-Including hinta
1nakP. almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on how to catchTO
moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bird1,
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' ~lso how to cure skins.
Copiously illustrated. B y J . Harrin&to•
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND A'NUIALS.-A!
No. 46. HOW T O MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable
book, giving instrnctions in collecting, preparing, moulitint
:icription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; an<l
preserving birds, arimals aud insects.
\
together with full instructions fo r making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP A ND MANAGE P ETS.-lGiving cometc. By George Trebel, A. M., l\L D. Containing over fifty il- plet~
informa~ion
as
to
the ~anner an_d method of raising, keepinfo
lustrations.
tammg, breedmg, and managmg all k rnds of pets; nlso giving full
No. 64. H OW T O MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making
etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
taining fu II directions for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it cages,
t he most complete book of the kind evd
coils. dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
B y il. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
·
N9. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MI SC ELLAN EOUS.
la rge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW T O BECOME A SCIE~TIST.-A useful and Int ogether with illustra tions. By A. Anderson.
.
structive book, givi ng a compl~te treatise on chemistry; a lso e..,
periments in acoustics, mechanics. mathematics, chemistry, a nd d&.
rections for making.fireworks, co lored fires, and gas balloons. Tb.la
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW T O BECOl\IE A VEN:rRILOQUIST.-By H arry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAK E CANDY.-A complete hand-book fo•
K ennedy. The secret given away. E\•ery intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candv. ice-creall!,_syrup~essences. etc~ etc.
r-.o.
84. ·HOW TO BBCOl\IE AN A UTttOR.--Containing Cull
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
a rt, and create any amount of fun for _himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subject3, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containinc
g reatest book ('Ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAI:,.,' AN EVE. 'ING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general composition
of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By P rince
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc .. suitable
for parlor or drawin!l'•room entertainment. It contains more for the Hi~~-d38. HOW TO B E CO)!E YOUR ow~ DOCTOR.- A WO~
derful book. containing useful and practical information in t!M
money than anv book published.
No. 35 HOW 'l'O PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common lo ever,;
book, ccmtaininit the rules and rP.itulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general comp~in~
.
backgammon. croquet. dominoes. etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STA~IPS AND COINS.-Co11•
No. 36. HOW TO SOLYE CON{'NDRl"~[S.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information reitarding the collecting and arrangina
of stamps and coins. IlandsomPly illustrated.
and witty saJ·ings.
No. 5 . HOW TO BE A DETECTIYE.-By Old King BradJ,
No. 52. HOW 1'0 PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre. Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuabl•
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce. Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners. and also relates some adventurea
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experien<'es of well-known dete<'tives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECO:\fE A PHOTOGRAPHER.-ContalnNo. 66. HOW TO DO P{;'ZZLES.-Containing over three bun•
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and bow to work it ;
also how to make Photoin-apbic '.\Jagic Lantern Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely i11U1Strated. By Captain W. De W.
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOl\IE A WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-lt
111 a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containin!I' full explanations how to gain admittance,
coursE' of Stud:v, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Poat
all about, ThPre's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW 'l'O REHA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
ot good society ancl the easiest and most approvtd methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the tlieatre, church, and of '·How to Berome a :Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECO:\IE A NAVAL CADET.-Complete In•
in the drawing-room.
stru<'tions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descriptioa
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE A~D BOOK OF RECITATIO~S. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boJ'
-Containing the most popular sel("'tions in use. comprising Dutch should know to be<'ome an officer in the United States Navy. Colll4
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writtC'n by Lu Sene.rens, author of "How to Become •
West Point' Military Cadet."
with cany standard readings.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

A )Veeldy ~lagazine containing Stories of the A1nerican Revolution.
B y HARRY MOORE.
These stories a r e b ased o n actu al facts and g i ve a fa i t h f u l account of the exciting adventures or a brave band of Ame r ican youths who were always ready and w illing to imper il t h eir lives for the sake of helping along the gallant cause of
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3G1 The , iberty Boys and the ·•Terror": or '!'he )! asked Spy of
•
·
"
H,ulem ll el!(hts.
3G2 The T.lberty Boys on the Hapld Anna: or, The l•'lght at Rarroon
Ford .
3132 The T.ibnty Roys' Firrre Rrtr~at : or. D ,·h•rn Out of Mann attan.
36.J. Tbe Lll){'rt_y Boys with !land's Ri llemen; or, The F igh t o! the
Hessians.
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Hr itlslJ.
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.\ II.
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397 The l.lberty Boys :H "TPn ('ubln": or, The ) fost Dangerous l'la1·'
in (;porglu .

30S The Li~rty l;ors_ and th,• :\lnskrd lJuellst; or, Running Uo\\ n
.
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,
. .
, the _:Sight l~ lc'i_~!s.,
390 'Ill~ L1bPrt;v L o~s l ndc 1g1ouncl J ,attle, or, trapped Ill a ) lam moth l'·we
lo th <!
Death
400 The Libe;·ty. Boys' lnvlsil>IC Foe; or. Fighting
Da rk.
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